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PREFACE 

I n 1929 the Norwegian Institute for Comparative 
Research in Human Culture sent me on a second lin- 

guistic mission to the Borderland of North-Western India, 
and thus enabled me to continue the investigations of the 
Indo-Iranian frontier languages which I had begun in 
1924. 

The chief linguistic object of this second expedition 
was to study the Iranian and ' Dardic ' languages in and 
around the isolated hill-state of Chitral, thus linking up 
the field of study of my previous tour with the Pamirs, 
where the linguistic conditions have during recent years 
been explored by several scholars coming from the Rus- 
sian side. 

The field of resemch mas also extended towards the 
south by means of visits to Balochistan and to the 
southern part of the North-West Frontier Province. b d  
during my stay in Peshawar I continued to collect Lin- 
guistic information from the region I had visited in 1924. 
During these two expeditions I have attempted to make 
a survey of the Indo-Iranian linguistic frontier, building 
on the foundation laic1 by the Linguistic Survey of India 
and other previous sources. But even if, as I venture 
to hope, the outlines of the linguistic geography of this 
important region have now been laid down, and there 
remain proba,bly no unknown languages or important 
dialects to be discovered, this aurvey is necessarily of n 
preliminary, and often sketchy nature. 

Many of the languages and dialects which I have 
only been able to touch upon, will no doubt amply repay 



a more concentrated study. But not only monographies 
on separate dialects are wanted; we must also hope that 
i t  will be possible to produce some kind of linguistic 
atlas of this region before i t  is too late. To some 
extent i t  may be possible to solve problems of word- 
geography from the material available to me. 

A special interest of this region for general linguistics 
rests with the fact that here two related, but early separated 
groups of Indo-European languages, the Indo-Aryan and the 
Iranian, have from times immemorial bordered upon and 
actually influenced each other, the tide of expansion 
moving now this way, now the other. The result is that 
many linguistic features have developed which are com- 
mon to both Iranian and Indian languages of this region, 
and in some cases also to neighbouring languages be- 
longing to other families. Thus the Dravidian Brahui 
has, with slight exceptions, adopted the phonological 
system of Balochi, the isolated Burushsski that of the 
neighbouring Indian language Shina, and, in the North, 
Turkish dialects have been more or less iranized in their 
phonology. I n  most cases, i t  seems, this phonetical 
homogenity is the result of a kind of contagion, and 
not due to the influence of a substratum. 

For the historical study of Iranian and Indian lan- 
guages the archaic forms and words preserved by many 
of these isolated hill-languages are of considerable im- 
portance, and they may even throw some light upon the 
general history of the Indo-European languages. The 
Kafir group forms, in a certain sense, a third, intermedi- 
ate branch of the Indo-Iranian family, and is of a special 
interest on that account. These languages are, however, 
becoming more and more indianized. 

But the aims of my mission were not exclusively of a 
linguistic nature. One important object was to study the de- 
caying paganism of the Kafir tribes in Chitral, the only 
existing remnants of ancient Aryan religion not affected 
by literary traditions. It was high time that this wafl 
done. I n  one of the two tribea in question only a few 



grown up men were still pagans, and nobody but one 
old priest remembered much of the ancient traditions. 
The material which I was able to collect was by no 
means exhaustive; but it probably contains some tra- 
ditional matter which will fall into oblivion within a 
very short time. 

I had not the time or the opportunity to take up 
any serious study of the social and economical life of 
these tribes; but there is no doubt this mould prove a 
most fruitful field of investigation. Many primitive 
customs still prevail among the hill-tribes, and the geo- 
graphical character of the country has favoured the 
development of methods of farming, e. g .  in the exploi- 
tation of the summer pastures, paradlel to those found 
in mountainous regions of Europe. - A very useful be- 
ginning was made by the Zoological Survey of India in 
sending Dr. Guha to Chitral, while I was staying there, 
for the purpose of studying the anthropology of the 
various tribes, and the social customs of the Kafirs. 

My sincere thanks are due to the Institute for its 
hcenerous assistance, and also to all authorities in British 
India and Chitral with whom 1 came into contact. They 
always and ungrudgingly helped me in every way, and 
received me with kind hospitality and friendship. It is 
a special pleasure for me to mention the great interest 
which H. H. the Mehtar of Chitrnl and his sons took 
in the linguistic and ethnographical investigation of the 
country, and the valuable information they gave me on 
nllmerous occasions. Their kindness and the cheerful 
willingness to help me which I experienced with many 
of the tribesmen, will always make me cherish the memory 
of my work among the gloriolls hills of Chitral. 



BALOCHISTAN 

L anding a t  Karachi on March 1st 1929, I went, after 
a short visit to the excavations a t  Mohenjo Daro, 

straight on to Quetta. Here, in the headquarters of the 
Balochistan Agency, I stayed for about a forthnight 
making a rapid survey of the southernmost Pashto 
dialects, a.nd collecting some information about the 
phonetical systems of Balochi and Brahui. I also made 
excursions by car to Pishin and the Afghan frontier 
a t  Chaman and to Kalat, in order to get some impression 
of the country and the character of the habitation, 

Kalat is a t  present a rapidly decaying place. It has 
lost nearly all of its political importance as the capital 
of the Brahui confederacy, and the agricultural possi- 
bilities of the surrounding district do not suffice to 
eupport the population. The picturesquely situated, but 
dilapidated castle is surrounded by abandoned and 
crumbling mud huts, and the remaining population has 
taken refuge within the walls of the small bazar which 
crouches a t  the foot of the castle hill. In  consequence 
the Brahui speaking tribes are losing their one centre 
of some importance, and this circum~tance cannot fail 
to react upon the future development, or disintegratio~l 
of the language. 

A new factor has also been introduced into the lin- 
' The local pl-onnncintinn i~ EWfn. The form nRZn haq prohrrhlg 

IL ~econclnrily clevelopcd a in 1 l ~ c  tirfit ~pl lablc.  If Av. PGinnh- bad 
preserved it3 timt i in IJ.sht., ~ v c  ~ h o l l l ~ l  expect the R to have heen 
~onorizetl ('' fiEXn'~, hnt through the Ryncopc! of the f i r ~ t  ~y l lahle  the 
k w.w preuerved or reutitnt~d. Another pousil)ility is, of course, that 
thr form PiBfn ia not of P~h i , .  origin, 



guistic life of Balochistan through the growth of Quetta 
and the immigration of Indian merchants, artisans and 
clerks. Railways and motor-bus'es bring the more popu- 
lous parts of Balochistan within easy reach of that  place, 
and numerous members of all tribes crowd together there, 
as I had occasion to observe, for the big religious festi- 
vals. The effect of this new situation on the linguistic 
development in Balochistan is obvious. Till recently local 
forms of Sindhi and Lahnda were the Indian dialects 
which chiefly influenced the languages of Balochistan. 
But their place is now probably to a large extent being 
taken by Hindostani. 

If me abstract from the Indian dialects spoken along 
the eastern fringes of Balochistan and in some of the 
towns, the main languages of the country are Balochi 
and Pashto, both of which are of Iranian origin, a i ~ d  
Brathni which belongs to the Dravidian family of lan- 
guages. Quetta is situated in n Pashto-spealcing district, 
but very close to the point where the territories of the 
three languages meet. 

Among these Brahui is undoubtedly tbe one which Brahui 
has the longest history in this region. We know that  
the extension of Balochi into north-eastern Balochistan 
(lid not take place till the late Middle Ages, and i t  is 
probable that P n ~ h t o  has been introcllxced from a, inore 
northerly home. 

But we possess no means of deciding how ancient is 
Rrnhui occlxpntion of the highlands of Knlot. It is 

uncertain whether they represent the remnants of n 
prehistoric Dravidiail population extending over a great 
paart of Indirt, a tribe lcft behind by Dravidians entering 
India fro111 the north west, or a body of ili~rlligrants who 
:~.t a Iaker date have worked their way up from Deccaal, 
t he  present home of the Dravidians. 

Profeer~or Hloclll is inclined to favour the last men- 
tliont-cl theory. From the f ~ c t  tllnt Hr.   hares some 
~)c~c~~liar i t ies  of phonetical ilevelop~nelrt with a certain group 

' 1WI4. SSV, 2. :tntl RfiOH. \ ' ,  i:-I'L. 



of Dravidian languages, he draws the inference that it has 
probably been separated from the rest of the Dravidian 
group at  a time when dialectical differences had already 
sprung up within that linguistic family, and that, conse- 
quently, it is probable that the Brahuis are immigrants 
from Southern India. The two sound-changes adduced 
by Bloch are the transition of initial v- into b- ,  which Brahni 
shares with Kurukh, Malto and Kanarese, and the loss 
of cerebral n in the first three of the languages mentioned. 

A third peculiarity common to Brahui, Malto and 
Kurukh is the development of one type of Dravidian k 
into x.' 

The cumulative evidence of these three sound-changes 
does certainly prove a special connection between Br. 
and a group of northern Drav. dialects. But is does not 
necessarily follow that the Brahuis are immigrants from 
Central India. If Dravidian tribes did inhabit north- 
weetern India before the arrival of the Aryans, it is 
quite conceivable that there did already exist tendencies 
towards dialectical differentiation within this vast terri- 
tory, and that the Aryan invasion cut the Brahuis off 
from the reet of the dialect group represented in our 
days by Kurukh and Malto. 

It is not certain that an isolated Drav. tribe in later 
times could have found its way through the plain8 of 
Gujarat and Sindh as easily as some Dravidians, men- 
tioned by Bloch, have pushed towards the north-east 
through the thinly populated Central Indian hills, which 
are favorable to the movements of uncivilized jungle 
tribes. Nor does the social structure of the Brahui 
people present any similarities with that of the wide- 
wandering Gypsies, who are also adcluced as a parallel. 

' Several in~tsnces  of t l l i p  solind-change arc givcn hy TutAle 
1 lJruvidian Researches, A.IPh. 60, 1h2,  ant1 1)rnvitli;ln l)erelopmentn, 
I,:tngungt. Monograph# V, passim). Othcr instnnrc~ are Hr. . ~ I Z ) '  

'r:un', I h n .  kgsri, Tam. kori 'sheep', Rr. .culln,q 'to fear' : Tam. kulir 
' t o  tremble'. '- Hlooh I'HSOS. V.  741) compnrrg Rr. stir- 'to i t c a l l '  

wit11 Kur. 'mas- ' t , ~  R('r:ttch ', Kni kn$n ' t o  l ~ i t e '  ; hut the Rr.  wort1 
is borrowed from Prs. 



$\om the linguistic point of view nothing can there- 
fore be said with certainty about the original home of 
the Brahuis. 

The Brahui coolies working at the Mohenjo Daro 
excavations believe that the ancient city was built by 
their own ancestors. This quasi-tradition which has 
sprung up within the last few years, and is probably 
due to a misunderstanding of something the archaeolo- 
gists have told them, may yet happen to contain an 
element of truth. 

The numerous Aryail loan-words in Br. do not render 
us any service in trying to trace the early history of 
the language. There are one or two doubtful I.A. 
loanwords1 which may be ancient, but the source of 
which is unknown. And a few words may have been 
borrowed from a pre-Balochi Ir.  d i a l e ~ t . ~  

But the bulk of the loan-words are of Bal., Prs. or 
8i. (Lhd.) origin. I n  some cases Br. has preserved words 
of Bal. origin, but not recorded in that language, or 
Middle Prs. words.8 

It is interesting to note that the phonetical system 
of Brahui is nearly identical with that of Bal. The 
vowels, short and long, na.salieed and unnasalized, are 
the same.4 

All the consonants occuring in Br. were used by Iny 
W.Bal. informant from Panjgur in Maliran. Even the 
peculiar Br. X h a s  found in the loanword te;? 'scorpion '. 

The fricatives n., y and f which are quite common in 
Br. and E.Bd., do occur in W.Bel., but chiefly in 

' 15. g. n.nlam 'whc:~t' ,  i f  rrlatetl to Hkr. godhlotza-. 
' NTS. V, 3 7 .  
' Cf. NrT'S. 1 .  ( # .  

' h l ~ o  1 . 1 ~ ~  linnl 8 ,  c. g .  in Rnl.. Hr. 1 ~ 6 2 . d ~  1 , silcl the 
tli~)htho~lgs, wit11 tllr exccptioi~ of the rnrr ISr. ei (Hr:ty'a Rraliui 
(irarnnlar 9 L;. 

' I'roh. n long, voicclt..;~, rrtrollcx 1, pronounced, ho~vcver, 5t by n, iu:i11 
fro111 11:1ghv:111r, ~011th of  l i a l :~ l ,  c. g. tE!t '.;caorpion', I ? t  'fly'. n t ~ A t  'sruokr'. 



l onn~ords .~  Common to Br. and Bal. are the labio- 
dental v and the i as voiced variants of f and 8, e. g. 
in havds '17', hatcls '18'. As well in Br. as in Bal., but 
also in some neighbouring languages, before dentals 
frequently develops into a kind of r,  and the tendency to- 
wards metathesis in many groups of consonants is strong 
in both languages. 

It is well known that the chief characteristic of E. 
Bal. consists in the aspiration of initial voiceless plosives, 
and in the opening of all postvocalic plosives. Thus 
we find W. Bal. tap 'heat', piid 'foot', rot 'day', kapag 
'shoulder', but E. Bal. t'af, p'ab, rcs', k'iifay. 

As far as it is possible to judge from the very limi- 
ted materia'l I had occasion to collect from two speakers 
of W. Bal." a alight aspiration seems, however, to be 
existing to some extent in these dialects, too. Also the 
opening of intervocalic d, d into b, was occasionally 
heard in the Panjgur d i a l e ~ t . ~  

The aspiration of plosives is not unknown to Brahui; 
but B r a y ~ n f o r m s  us that the use of aspiration in Br. 
indicates contact with Sindhi and E. Bal. According to 
rriy own observations, too, the aspiration was heard 
chiefly in N. Brahni, and here we also find instances of 
opening of intervocalic plosives as in E. Bal., e. g. in 
N. Br. tuve  'moon': 8. Br. ttibe. It is evident that 
there is some connection between the increase of aspiration 
and upirantization in the adjoining dialects of Bal. 
and Br. 

The tribal uy~tem of the Balochea anti Rnhuis, which 
in contrast to that of the Pathans favours the assimi- 
lation of racially foreign elements into the tribe, has no 

' I htbnrd e. K. A1:llrr. mat 'huttcr', ntnraz 'horn', (:thy 'rlc(*k', plief' 
' l n11 )~ '  from R r . ;  t?Pyddn 'fireplaces, m u q d c f  'tlnck', bnrf  now' fronl 
Ym. Hut  also gvfin 'to weave', nll irh i~ geoliine B R ~ . ,  tlllil N118hki 
,qri r 'con-', nd.cun 'nnil'. 

' From Nn.rlrki nucl from f';injgnr. 
qE. g. bibi i  'gives', pcabn ';titer', gul-ii ' then' .  
' Thr Hrahui 1,nngunge 9 7 .  - ,2~pirntctl forms c,c.c*~~r :~Iso i n  lahe 

1,ntlllinnu Misninn I'ress traiinlation of St. .lolln. 



doubt led to frequent change of language within many 
Bal. and Br. clane. Frequently the clans are linguisti- 
cally divided, and there are people who call themselves 
Bra'huis, but speak Bal., and vice versa.' In  such 
circumstances it becomes impossible to decide, whether 
there is a Br. substratum in Bal., or whether it is Br. 
which has been influenced by Bal. But, considering that 
the aspiration and spirantization is certainly more strongly 
developed in E. Bal. then in Br., it seems probable that 
Bal. has been the influencing part, and that the original 
Dravidian phonetical system of Br. has been adapted to 
thak of the Balochi neighbours. 

It ought also to be mentioned that the dialects of 
both Bal. and Br. spolceli along the Upper Sindh Fron- 
tier and in Khairpur have been affected by the Si. aver- 
sion to letting a word end in a consonant, and have 
added a short fina.1 vowel. This is certainly due to the 
influence of Sindbi, made possible by the extensive bi- 
linguism existing atmong Baloches and Brahuis in Sindh, 
and not to any Si. substratum. 

The information which I was able to gather about Balochi 
Bal. dia'lects has to some extent been embodied in au 
article in NTS. (Vol. V).  I did also collect sonie Bal. 
trxts from various dialects. 

The dialect of Nushki whicli had not been described 
before, did not differ rnuch from other forms of W. Bal. 
I t  preserve8 the long ? r  which is also found i Panjguri;" 
hut it agrees with Kechi in having - t ,  not -,c in words 
denoting relationship, e. g. in pit 'father'. 

Both Nusllki and Panjguri have borrowed a number 
of Br. words. The Rrahuis were once masters of Sou- 
thern Haloclii~tan, and the fact that the Bnloch will 
recognize a great nnmber of Bn.1. words in Br.. will 
probably render it nlorp natural for him to adopt in return 
mine Rr. words into his own lrtllgunge, neither of the 

' Ac-c. to %:irr~l,in (('ontril>r~t,ions i~ 1:1 lr~nglir et 2t11 folklorr ctes 
1 1 ~ 1  I I G ~ ,  hf(:i i~.  (111 ('oii~itti dm O r i ~ ~ i  t:~listw, V ,  660 ', J.eni~~grad 1930 . 

( I f .  1,SI. x ,  1). :<8f;. 



two languages possessing any cultural predominance as 
compared with the other. 

On the whole the dialectical variations within the 
two main groups of Bal. are not of very great impor- 
tance, and even the difference between Eastern and 
Western Bal. is not so considerable as that which exists 
between some dialects of Psht. The publication by 
Zarubin of texts from the Bal. dialect spoken in 
Turkmenistan brings out yet more clearly the unity of 
the language from Merw to Karachi, a distance of more 
than 1000 miles. The Baloches are mostly nomads, and 
the tribes are constantly shifting about and getting into 
touch with each other. There is none of that isolation or 
exclusiveness of each single social group which usually 
favours linguistic differentiation. 

Pashto Although Psht. is also an Ir. language, its phonetical 
system differs much more from Bal. than is the case 
with that of the completely unrelated Br. 

Thus f, h and the semiocclusive j are very rare in 
the Psht. dialects of Balochistan, and do not really be- 
long to their phonetical systcm. Nor does the aspiratio11 
of voiceless plosives play any r61e in Psht. phonology, and the 
dental fricatives of E. Bal. are absolutely unknown. On 
the other hand, the dental semiocclusives c and j are very 
common in Psht., but quite foreign to Bal. and Br., a id  
i, y, which are found in E. Bal., but only in intervo- 
calic position, are quite usual also as initial sounds in 
Psht. The vowel system of Psht. is much less simple 
than that of the two other languages, it abounds in 
indistinct, mixed sounds, and vowels are ~nuch more linble 
to be influenced by neighbouring sounds. 

The Psht. dialects of Balochistan all belong to the 
southern or 'soft' variety of the language, which does 

' 1,. c. - The presrncr of nnmcrons Tntl. loianwortls evrn in thin 
dinleclt H ~ O \ C R  that the Hnlorhc~ of this far n, w. region have not, ljeen lrft 
hrhincl when the rest of thr trihc invndetl R:ilorhistnn, hut thirt tht*.~ 
art? recent immigrant8 fronl Jl~kritn, nntl do thns rcpre~ent n rrgressiv~ 
movement of thcb Rnlnchc~. The dia1cc.t c l o~e ly  resernl)lcs that of Panjgnr. 



not change $ and f into z and g .  The most important 
Pathan tribes of the province are the Kiikars and the 
Spin (White), and T6r (Black) Tarins. 

Common to both Kakari and Tarin (and also to some 
Ghilzai dialects such as Pur Khel) is the tendency 
towards depalatalizntion of common Psht. *d, i1 e. g. in 
n~ydst 'month', saga 'sand', sa 'became'. This tendency 
is carried through in some Kakar dialects to a still greater 
extent than in Tarin. All Psht. dialects, however, have 
B in (w)s*eZ '20'. Probably *wseZ < "wisati became w$eZ 
through the influence of the preceding w . ~  

There does not appear to be ally very definite tho- 
roughgoing difference of dialect between the entire Kakar 
and the entire Tarin tribe. The presents in -a% (Stan- 
dard Psht. -e&) appear to be peculiar to Kak.,s and so 
is also the difference of vocalization in v(y)&ta ' hair ' : 
pl. vditn'n (Tar. tl(y)e'dta : c(y)e8tic'n etc., Achakzai byiita : 
byg i t in ) .  Characteristic of a .  at  any rate of the 
eastern clans, is also the preservation of w- in zugat, us"eZ 
etc. ' 20 '. 

The Sherani dialect, spoken in the country round the 
Takhbi-Sulaiman in the north-eastern corner of Balochi- 
stan, on the whole agrees with Kakari, but presents some 
peculiarities of its own.4 

But many isoglotts appear to run across the main 
tribal borders. 

On the whole the differences existing between these 
' Loanwords with original 5, i ,  such a8 aaba 'tongue', snq$ 'lip' 

shorn that a depalatalization has really taken place. - In  common 
h h t .  there existed, besides 9, a B developed from 28, fJ (9pa 'night ' ,  
d p ~ ? ~  'uhephcrd') and n l>nlatdized R. 

' EVI'. s. v. I hnvc. trird to explain the geneml occurence of 8 in 
this word as  the r ~ s n l t  of rt tc.ndcucy to avoid ho i l~ouy i~~ i ty  between 
the words for ' 20 '  t~nd  for '100' (sal). R u t  Kak. I'sht. wsel, MTnnetsi 
i tof ,  with prc~rrvccl to, disprove this theory. 

1':. g. u(id3isna ' I  fa11 aelerp ', vyardfam 'I fear', Ach~kza i  (Chn- 
man) birl!ylle;iam, b,qErFkm, Tor Turin bidl'iam, byereiam, Spin Tarin 
bidtEanr, v! /~rez '>m; hnt raqtern Kak. also vye7ra1dam, z'lda'idnz : Stand. 
l'qht. ~idg-kE!>m, yc'q.?Zsnl. 

' E. a. d%a '2', ny- < my- in ?,ycisiii 'mosquito' etc. 



southernmost dialects of Psht. are not very deepgoing, 
and do not affect essential parts of the phonological or 
morphological system of the language. But still the 
Psht. dialects of Balochistan present several archaic or 
otherwise interesting forms, some of which have been 
mentioned in an article in the NTS.' 

Wanetsi One dialect, however, stands entirely apart, not 
only from its neighbours, but from all other known va- 
rietiee of Psht. This is the so-called Wanetsi (Wanetsi) 
dialect spoken by sections of the Spin Tarins, and partly 
of other tribes, living near Harnai, on the loop-line Sibi- 
Bostan. The existence of this dialect has been mentioned 
in the Gazetteer of the Sibi District, and by Sir Denys 
Bray in his Report on the Census of Balochistau for 
1911 (quoted in the LSI., Vol. X, 112). Apart from the 
quite small number of words quoted by these sources 
nothing was known about the Wanetsi dialect. I there- 
fore made a point of getting hold of a speaker of Wa- 
netai in Quetta, and stopped for a day in Harnai. 

The material which I was able to collect is necessarily 
limited; but i t  suffices to bring into evidence the independent 
position of Wanetsi. Wanetsi has, indeed, some claim 
to be considered as being in its base a separate Ir. lan- 
guage, although intimately related to P ~ h t . ,  and being 
overlaid with Puht. elements to such an extent, that it 
is often difficult or impossible to extricate the genuine 
Wan. forms. 

A preliminary description of Wan. has already beell 
given,' and I shall here only mention eome of the most 
characteristic features of the dialect. 

Intervocalic t ,  which in most cases results in Psht. 1, 
is lost or becomes y in Wan. E.g. i2ui '20'' piytir 'father', 
toiyar 'went' : Psht. (zu).&l, pkar, (w)lur. 

f t  results in Wan. w,  Psht. usually in (wjd. E. g. 
tdu (f. tatr:a) 'hot', ,$Oa (milk', owa ' 7 '  : Psht. t6d (tatoda), 
inzcda, but also owa. 

' Vol. IV, pp. 160 ff. 
' XTB. IV, 160-175. 



ri is preserved in tarta 'thirsty ', y i r i  'bear' etc. : 
Psht. taiai, yai. 

The genitive particle is postfixed ya, in Psht. prefixed 
dn. The demonstratives a i  'this ', indd ' this here ' are 
not found in Psht. Cf. also mob 'we' : Psht. nziij etc. 

The personal endings of the verb are : -i, -e, -a, -ti, 

-0,  -in : Psht. -anz, -6, -i, -ti, ad,' - t .  
Several verbs have a present in -en-, e. g. 7ikeni ' I write '. 
A number of words are unknown to Psht. E. g. 

yoz- 'to drink', Ieida ' bull', waguya 'village', sista ' sand'. 
It will be seen that Wanetsi must have branched off 

from Psht. before the characteristics common to a l l  
dialects of that language had been colnpletely evol- 
ved. The treatment of the word for 'twenty' is illu- 
strative of the relationship between the two languages. 
Psht. (?u)iaE and Wan. bwi (< * t u i i )  are both derived 
from * wishti, with an accentuation which is opposed to 
that found in all other Ir.  language^.^ On the other 
hand it is evident that the Wan. form cannot be derived 
from the Psht. one, but that they are both developed 
from Middle Ir. :' w(z]said, "' todid. Accordingly, Psht. 
and Wan. mere originally dialects spoken by closely re- 
lated Ir. tribes, probably both of them immigrants from 
the North. But while Psht. expanded over a large territory, 
and split up into a great number of dialects, Wanetsi has 
been pushed back, and has been ever more 'afghanized'. 

A proof that Wan. was formerly spoken over a larger 
area, is furnished by the fact that a few peculiar Wan. 
words3 were used by some Kakars whose homes were 
eituatecl considerably north of Harnai. 

' In srvrrltl dialcct~, howrver, -6. 
' Fl'ith the possi\,lr, \,nt not probable eaemptqion of Os~ctic .  - 

rjenveniate ha* ssnggeatrd to me that + wistjti might ha've it8 W C P : ~ ~  
fronl ir!i8htnwan-. T h i ~  is quite yossiblc; 1)nt one  doe^ not q u i b  
Rer! t h ~  reason \vhy ju~t ,  this cardinal ~ h o n l d  have heen il~fl~ienccd in 
ib arc~ntuntion by thr or(lina1. Reeides, the questiou is linked 
with the \vhole intric:ltc problenl of the effects of the ancient accent, 
in 1Vlt. 

"lctdn ' hrrll ', p(l)yAr ' father ', 86u ' 100 '. 



Within the present, very restricted, territory of Wan. 
dialectical differences are, as might be expected, small, 
but not altogether wanting.' 

Before leaving Balochistan we shall mention the exi- 
stence of a Persian-speaking agricultural population 
in some villages near Mastung and in Kalat. The dia- 
lect seemed to be of the ordinary eastern Persian ' Tajiki' 

type a 
Khetrani Another dialect, of Indo-Aryan origin, which attracted 

my attention, is Khetrani, which is spoken among the 
Baloches of the Marri Hi11~1, s. W. of Fort Loralai in 
north-eastern Balochistan. It is separated from the con- 
tiguous Sindhi-Lahnda area, and it may possibly be the 
remnant of the Indian language spoken in the country 
before the arrival of the Baloch and the Pathan. Sir George 
Grierson, who gives a short list of words of the dialect,' 
considers i t  to have Dardic affinities. 

While I was staying at  Harnai, a Khetran was brought 
to me late in the evening, and, as he was leaving the 
next morning, I had only occasion to write down quite 
a short vocabulary of the dialect. 

It appeared to me to be, apart from a few ~eculiari- 
ties such as itirha ' 11 ' = Lhd. ycirht, of the ordinary Lhd. 
type. And I was unable to detect any traces of 'Dar- 
dic' characteristics in the dialect. The B (d) preserved 
in most Dardic languages has become s, and st has been 
assimilated, as is the case in Lhd. 

The aspiration of mediae is found in a number of 
words. The preservation of the group tr and the ten- 
dency to substitute cerebral8 for dentsls are found in 
Lhd. and Si., too, and the aspiration of final consonants, 
which has a180 been adduced as a Dardic trait, appears 

' One 8pin Turin uactl s nunihcr of forlnn tliffering from tlioae 
of all my other Wan. informnnta. E. g. urnan 'thighs',  ynbin 'cow- 
herd', rnelrnann 'guests', swarln 'spring', Joe 'milk' ,  against. ~vrundn, 
yabtin, carmcqn, Rua of my other  informant,^. 

' Cf. TSI. X, p. 462. 
' LSI. VIII, 1, X i 3  ~ f .  



only in LSI. nakh 'nail ', where I heard nak. The vige- 
simal systern is found also in many Psht. dialects, and to 
some extent in Bal. and Br. And the pers. pronoun 2nd 
pl. a,wc.?, which Grierson compares with Gawar Bati tibi 
etc., appears to me to be more naturally identified with 
Si, a& < avhi 

But it is quite possible that a, more profound study of 
this comparatively isolated dialect might reveal some details 
of interest which have not been preserved in Lhd. or Si. 



PESHAWAR AND THE NORTHWEST 
FRONTIER PROVINCE 

F rom Balochistan I went to Peshawar, where l stayed 
from March 25th till April 24th. Besides preparing 

for my tour to Chitral, and making arrangements with 
the anthorities about it, I collected information about 
several languages and dialects, speakers of which were 
available in and near Peshawer. This work was con- 
tinued, during a short stay in Peshawar and a few days' 
tour in the southern districts of the North-West Frontier 
Province, in September, after my return from Chitral. 

Through the courtesy of the military authorities 1 
got permission to pass through Waziristan, and to visit 
Razmak, the huge cantonment which dominates this most 
unruly part of the Borderland. Till a few years ago 
Waziristan wae altogether inaccessible to the ordinary 
traveller. But for the present the Wazir appears to have 
submitted to the blessings of peace, and, instead of raiding 
his better off neighbours, supplements the yields of hio 
inhospitable country by taking service in the levies or 
working a t  the new roads which are being built in ordcr to 
pacify the country. Even now, however, olie is not a,llowed 
to depart from the military road, and the strong villttge 
towers show the necessity of being prepared for defence. 

Ormurim Nor would the military anthorities take the respon- 
sibility of letting me visit Kaniguram, the home of one 
section of the Ormur tribe. But in Razmak. and also in 
Peshawar, I ha,d occasion to collect some :~dditionnl 
material ' about the Kanigura.111 rli~lect of this intert~sting 

' I'nhliahetl in N.T.S.. V. 



Iranian language, thus supplementing the account given 
by Grierson in the LSI., and my own description of the 
Logar dialect.' 

In Razmak I also made linguistic inquiries fro111 Pashto. 
Waziri Pathans, and in Daraband, in the Dera Islnail 
Khan District, I got hold of a levy soldier speaking tjhe 
Sherani dialect referred to above.= 

The material from va.rious Psht. dialects, Afridi, Ban- 
gash, Ghilzai etc., which I collected in Peshawar and 
other places along the Frontier, will be discussed in de- 
tail in another publication. 

As mentioned above, the dialectical variety of Psht. 
is far greater than that of Bal. And among the Afghans, 
the nomadic Ghilzais and the comparatively recent inva- 
dors of Peshawar, Swat etc. show the least amount of 
dialectical variation, while the central part of the Pashto 
speaking territory is the one which is most split np into 
different dialects. 

If we consider only the phonetical differences, which 
are easier to sunlmarize than morphological and lexical 
facts, we find the following main points of distinction 
between the dialects of Psht. 

1) The well-known contrast between 'soft' and 'hard' 
Psht., i. e. between those southern and western dialects 
which preserve ancient ,$ and + (or change them into d, 
i), and the north-ea,stern ones which develop these sounds 
into z and g. The central Ghilzai dialects forni a transi- 
tional group with .i*, 7 or 2, g. 

Most probably the tendency  toward^ velarizatiori arose 
among the Yusufzais and Mohmands, and spread fronl 
them to the neighbouring tribes. When the orthography 
of Psht. wan fixed in tile 16th century, the distinction 
hntjveeii ,$, 8 and .r,  seeins still to have been preserved even 
abmong the nort,ll-eastern trihes, who were probably the crea- 
tors of Psht. lit'rrature. I t  nla,y be noticed that a similar ve- 
l~~riaation of $, f is found i l ~  sonle neigllbouringDardic dialects. 



2) In  the east-central dialects, from Afridi to Wazil*i, 
there is a tendency towards a, change of the vowel 
system. I n  those Waziri and Bannu dialects where this 
tendency is carried through most radically, we h d  o, e, i 
for ordinary Psht. a, 6 ,  ti, and frequently ii or e for a. 
From this centre of radiation the tendency has spread, 
and has affected also 'hard' dialects, such as Afridi and 
Bangaeh. It is an interesting fact that the tribes whose 
dialects present these peculiarities, are, according to 
tradition, of a different genealogical descent than the 
rest of the Afghan tribes.' 

The majority of Psht. loanwords in Orm. have the 
ordinary Psht. vowels, and not those of the neighbouring 
Waziri. This would seem to indicate that the sound- 
change is not of very great a n t i q ~ i t y . ~  

3) The assimilation of the dental affricates c, j into s, a 
appears in many north-eastern dialects, and also in 
Bannuchi. To a great extent the same dialects have 
j < 2. All these changes tend to eliminate sounds 
foreign to the neighbouring I.A. languages3, and are 
probably due to their influence, if not necessarily to an 
Indian substratum. 

4) The palatalization in Psht. is a very complex 
phenomenon which cannot be discussed exhaustively here. 
In  some words the palatalization is common Psht., e. g. 
in ;&a 'knife' < "kartyu-, but perhaps the 'ur- Psht.' form 
was still *kfa?-'a. In other cases the dialects differ widely, 
cf. e. g. ma.;.t~i, myiisai, mcrsai, mesai, ' rnosquito ' ; wliit,  
l w b t ,  Zwnit, llvast etc. ' span ' ; nteittld, ?~taindG, 911 yalzdd, 
~niccndir, ?nandfe, mande, r n y ~ n r l i  'mothere'. The geogra- 
phical distribution of tliesc forms is rather complicated. 
A comparatively archaic ~ t a g e  of c2evelopment seems to 
he represented by sorue Ghilzai dialects, where all con- 

' Cf. E:lireng:~l)r F. \\-. ( ; t~ iye , -  1, .  291. 

' A(.(>. to trrtdition thv \V:txirs c~xpc~llc!rl thc Ormnra fro111 thf' 
 hill^ north of Toc'hi i l l  tlic. 14th csc.ritllry. 

' l ' l i r l ~ ~ ~ ~ h  the inflnenve o f  1'r.r. and 4r.  lo:lnwords, z hnr Iwcon1f' 
partinllj atloptrtl iuto thr. ~,honrtic*;~l  systc.tn or Ihtl n . n .  I..!. group 



sonants are regularly being palatalized before palatal 
vowels, e. g. Saja 'woman ', pl. &jle ; sagga 'spear ', pl. 
pclgrgre. But in these dialects the palatalization has 
probably been lost before a back vowel, e. g. in man'd'e < 
*nzlan'd'i. 

In other dialects the palatalization has either been 
given up, or has led to the development of palatal con- 
sonants or diphthongs, and of sounds of the 8- type. 
But nowhere else there exists a systematical distinction 
between palatalized and unpalatalized consonants. 

5) Assimilation, dissimilation and metathesis in groups 
of consonants are of very common occurrence in Psht., 
but the results of these processes differ from dialect to 
dialect. Thus we find e. g .  tzwar, nor, l(a)mar, (a)2?112r, 
n(8)rnar, m(y)er ' sun';  gu??zanx, maggaz, egmenz, 2manz 
fnlona, w,Eenz 'comb' ; lanz(b)dn, landa, launda, nandn, 
nauda, nabda 'wet' (f. sg.) etc. A number of very conl- 
monly used words are affected by this type of changes 
of consonants in mutual contact, and they coiltribute 
largely towards giving the various dialects a different 
aspect. But the distribution of the forms is too com- 
plicated to be described in this short survey. 

* 
During my stay in Yeshawar I got illto touch with 

~peakers of several unknown, or little known, Dardic dialects. 
Two Kohistanis were sent to me from Naushehra 

through the courtesy of one of the Kalra Khel timber 
lnerchants, who on account of the reputed sanctity of 
their clan have been able to carry 011 business, and to 
lnonopolize the tilnber trade among tribes who admit no 
other foreigners within their territory. 

Onp of these men came from Pales 011 the Indus, and Torwali. 
spoke a dialect of Shina, the other was a Torwali from 
C*i~rni in the Swat Kohistan. The material which I was 
able to collect during a few hours' conversntion with him 
has been published, ns a supplement to the account of the 
dialect given by Btein and Grierson, in the Acta Orieatalia.' 

' YTTl, 291 S ~ ~ C J .  



Tirahi. Another Dardic dialect which I made efforts to se- 
cure some specimens of, was Tirathi. It is now spoken 
in a few villages in Afghanistan, south-east of Jalalabad, 
the inhabitants of which were expelled from Tirah by 
the Afridi Pathans some hundred years ago. 

A short vocabulary of Tirahi mas published by Leech 
in 1838 ' ; but our knowledge of the dialect up till now chiefly 
rests on the material collected by Stein and published 
by Grierson.' It is of interest to note that although 
Tirahi is spoken within some 20 or 30 miles of the 
Indian frontier, and near the great route leading from 
Peshawar to Kabul, it was only after several unsaccess- 
f u l  atterrlpts that Stein, though assisted in his search 
by the local authorities, mas able to get hold of a 
speaker of Tirahi. Some of the very best authorities on 
the Frontier and its tribes, including Sir G. Roos-Reppel, 
at  that time Political Agent Khyber, even denied the 
very existence of the language. 

In  spite of the disturbed conditions in Afghanistan 
I was, however, fortunate enough to get hold of a Tirahi, 
who was fetched by my emissary right through tlle 
tighting Shinwaris to the west of the Khyber. 

My Tirahi informant proved to be rather a disap- 
pointment. He was old and nearly toothless, very slow- 
minded, and rather short-tempered. It was imposdble 
to get much grammatical information out of him, and 
my impending departure for Chitral   re vented me from 
getting hold of another Tirahi. But the vocabulary 
which I contrived to write down, contains a number of 
words not previously noted, and several corrections of 
the forrrl~ given in the LSI. My material will be pn- 
blished in the Acta Orientalia in a near future. 

The chief interest of Tirahi Lieu in its occupyiilg an 
iiltermediate yogition between the westernmost Dardic. 
language Pashai and the more eastern Kollistani dialects. 

' .r.ISI<. V I I .  783 f . ,  :in(] i l l  V o ~ : ~ l ~ ~ l l : i r i e ~  of S P V P I ~  Iang11:lgt's 
wpoken in the r o o n t r i c . ~  \rest2 of tlre Indus.  I!onil,ay (:vogr. So(.., lH!{@. 

I r S I .  I .  I .  266 f f .  



Especially in its vocabulary it approaches t,his latter 
group. 

Tirahi, which is on all sides surrounded by Pashto, 
has been deeply influenced by that language. Not only 
is perhaps the greater part of its vocabulary of Psht. 
origin; but morphological elements, too, have been adop- 
ted. Such are the convenient particle ba, denoting the 
future, the obl. plur. in -&no, with a superadded Tir. ter- 
mination -&nosi, and others. 

Several phonetical traits, e. g. the change of t, , j  to 
c ,  z, and of s, z to x, y, .do also agree with Psht. It 
is not probable that several important dialects of Psht. 
should have been influenced by the receding Tir., and we 
must assume that these phonetical changes have spread 
from Psht. to Tirahi, bilingual Tirahis adopting Psht. 
words with Psht. pronunciation, and gradually introducing 
the sounds of the more important language into genuine 
Tirahi words, too. 

One curious Tir, word ought to be noticed. The 
resemblance between kzcz2j.a 'horse' and Tamil kudirez' 
and other Dravidian words is too striking to be accidental. 
But how and when this word has got into Tir. is 
altogether unknown. Cf. also bare 'mare' : Skt. vada.bfi, 
which aeellls to be of non-Aryan origin. 

In Peshawar I also met again the Ashkun Kafir from Ashkun. 
Majegal with whom I had worked for s few hours in 
1924'. I went through the already published vocabulary 
and grammar with him, adding considerably to it and 
correcting it. I also took down some texts and gramnlo- 
phone records in his dialect. The new material does 
not, however, alter the general impression of the lin- 
guistic position of Asllkun. 

A great part of my t i~ne in Peshttwar was devoted Pashai. 

to a nurvry of t h ~  Pnshni dialects, especially those spo- 
ken in the nidr va.lley.ys of the Kunar river. As already 
m~ntionetl PPa~ai is split up into a, great ~lunlber of 



widely diverging and mutually unintelligible dialects; 
and one of the chief phonetical characteristics on which 
a grouping of them can be based, is the different 
treatment of groups consisting of a consonant +r. The 
discovery of several previously unknown dialects of Pashai 
revealed a much greater variety and more complicated 
phonetical developments than suspected before. 

One of my informants came from Sadar Kala in 
Laghman. His dialect was essentially of the same type 
as the Laghmani mentioned Report p. 86. 

But tr and kr both result in 91 : ?be ' 3', ??am 'work' . 
.$ > x : ax? 'El', xu?-ig 'dog' (< *.!unigg with s-, instead 
of ti-!) ; before front-vowels 5 : iir 'milk' (iir ' head'), ie 
' 6 ' (but the loan-word x~r.s  ' bear '). 

The material furnished by a man from Tapaka1 in 
Parazhghdn, at  the head of the Alishang valley above 
Laghman, sufficed to show that this dialect agrees in all 
essentials with the neighbouring one of Najil.' 

From the I)arra-i-Nfir I had two informants, one 
from Lamatek a t  the head of the valley, the other from 
Qala-i-Shahid (Xalgai) further down. From the former 
I wrote down rt short vocabula,ry ; but from the dialect 
of the other I collected more extensive material. It 
agrees with the Darra-i-Niir dialect studied in 1924; but 
in Lamatek 9 and s have coalesced into d. 

The dialect of Wignl (Wegal, Wigyiil), of which I got 
a vocabulary and a few texts from a man from Duderek, 
is identical with the 'Waigel' dialect mentioned in the 
Report. It was, however, ascertained that it is not being 
spoken in the Waigel valley in Kafiristim, hut in a smdl 
valley to the west of Da-rra-i-Niir (Darnench?). It is 
aetonishing how many isoglotts ~eparate the Wegal dialect 
from the neighbouring one of Darra-i-Nur, e. g. 9 > R, 

kh > x, -g- > -y-, y- > )- and ti > ii, the Darra-i-Niir 
dialect being in all particulars the more archaic one. 

Rut the linguistic geography of Ea~tern Paahai be- 
comes more complicated when we consider the Ku?-angal 

' V.  Report, Sketch h[np of Pa~hai   dialect^. 



dialect which is spoken high up the Pech river, above 
Kuydar. 

This dialect has J ,  s' and y- in accordance with 
Darra-i-NBri, but i t  agrees with WBgali in changing kh 
to h. It follows the W.  Pash. dialects of Najil and 
&bin in rounding 6 into 6,  and in having (except in 
si ' 16') ~ 7 t  and not s < ks. And, while this dialect 
agrees with other E. Pash. dialects in developing groups 
of plosives + r into 9X and Z, a'n ancient hr apparently 
results in s- in suggali 'mulberry'.' 

Closely allied to Ku!-angali is Chz'lasi, spoken in the 
hills on the upper Chauki Darra. I11 this dialect, however, 
the word for 'nlulberry' is 91tt612. 

A more independent position is occupied by the dia- 
lect of Aret, on the western branch of the river above 
Ghiiziabad, on the Masgr Darra. This dialect follows 
Ku!.angali as regards b, IC (la), 6, Q and ch; but i t  has i, 
not c ,  like Darra-i-Nuri, and agrees with Wegali in de- 
veloping y- into P-. 

But the most important characteristic of Areti con- 
cerns the treatment of groups of consonants with r .  Like 
the W. Pashai dialects, but differing from all other forms 
of E. Pashai, i t  retains tr, sr, str, and dr (putr3 ' son' ,  
tJrii ' long ' , oostr ' blood ' , trik ' f emale ', nznst?-nk ' brain '). 
pr ( p l )  and kr both result in pl : pldi2 ' flea ' , plo ' spleen ' . 
pkZb 'dream' (< * p r - ~ p  < * sprw < "svapra-), and also 
plot)z ' work ', plo'alek ' mulberry '. But while b(h)r, nzr 
b~come 11 (bld 'brother', Alik 'dead'), gr results in bl, I ,  
a peculiar, extended I, probably with an initial fricative 

- 
element (blon~ ' village ', leai ' spark '). To some extent 
this development resembles that of the Ma,jep:~l dialect of 
Ashkun, which has t r ,  dr ,  but 111, kl, b?, gl. Through this 
stage Areti, too, muat have passed. with subsequent eli- 
Inination of the group8 guttllral + I ,  which were unstable 
on accouilt of thc clistrtnce between the points of a,rti- 
clllations in the two sounds, pl being substituted for kl,  

' 1 foiind no oilier \\-ord cwntniuing un :~ncicnt kt., and in szc~qnl i  
the !.c3-illting a rnny he d ~ ~ c  to .speci:~l c:~iises. 



but y2 losing its occlusion and becoming a long i ,  from 
which st developed through segmentation. 

The vocabulav of Areti presents some similarities with 
that of the Kafir languages. The Pashai-speaking tribes 
of these small valleys hare remained pagan till quite recent 
times, and have probably had much intercourse with the 
true Kafirs, and mixed with them. 

I did not get hold of any speaker of the Kwdar dialect; 
but the few numerals cornrnunicatecl by my Kuyangal 
informant seem to show that this dialect reseinbles Areti. 
A special language, the so-called ,&rnoki iiba, probably 
also a dialect of Pashai, was eaid to be spoken in Gra~gal. 

I n  some of the Paeh. dialects the aspiration of te~lues 
is retained, in others kh results in z, h. I n  others, again, 
no aspiration is actually heard; but it has left a trace 
behind in the rising tone of the following vowel, e. g. 
kist ' bed ' ( khat ; .$r 'milk', .& head '. Similarly 
after original aspirated media, e. g. Qala-i-Shahid d i " ~  
'hill' < *dhaira-, d i r  'wood' < dtiru-.I 

But in spite of  all dialectical differences, which are 
hy no means limited to the few phonetical features men- 
tioned above, Pashai is decidedly one language, well 
clefined through phonetical, and especially through morpho- 
logical and lexical peculiarities. 

Shumashti. Heavily overlaid with Pashai elements, but in its base 
connected with another Dardic tongue, is the dialect of 
Upper Shumnsht (Bat. iunllst), above GhfiziHbHd, between 
Chiliis and Aret. It is in fact am offehoot of Gswar- 
Hati, which i~ spoken some sixty miles further up the 
Kunar River, on the Chitrsl frontier. 

Tlie character of the dialect will appear from the 
following short list of tvords. 

Hhumasl~ti Gawar B ~ t i  Pashai (Chilas) 
I yiik ~ l r  

4 c i~ : to .  cu). C O ~  

1 0 dii.~ d . ) ~  tJtre 

I Cf, .J. l<loc~h, I , ' i n t t m i ~ t ~ o ~ ~  PI) l'(~rjj:~lvi 3tcl. I I I I K I I ,  offvrt* i t .  31. -1 

V ~ ~ l ~ t l r y r n .  1)p. :i7 ff . 



11 
12 
13 
19 
20 
hair 
daughter 
water 

Shumashti 
ziis 
blis 
B X ~ Y A . ~  

Gawar Bati 
jZid 
bad 
kNEi 
in i.; 
2'92 
k his 
zu 
nu 
7ak 

Pa.shai (Chilas) 
y fie 
cloe 
3Xlc.i 

vist 
c,Ol 
oyu 
vapk 
dedik 

road po't ph3)2t palr 

The conjugation of verbs and other morphological 
features also a.gree with G.B., and not with Pash. The 
personal ending 1 pl. in -mas is, however, a more 
archaic form than the G.B. one in -ek (Shurn. inamas 
'we are ' : G.B. thanek). Cf. Kalasha of Urtsun &rimis 
'we do ' : Northern Kal. kdrik. 

There can be no doubt that Shurn. is a dialect of 
G.B., with a strong admixture of Pash. elements, and 
not an intermediate link between the two languages. 
But G .B. itself occupies a transitional position between 
Pashai and the Kohistan dialects. My informant did 
not, however, know anything about the Shu~nashtis 
llaving immigrated from the present Gawar territory, and 
it is quite possible that the two branches of the tribe 
separated already a t  the time of the emigration from 
Bajaur. 

These remarks will suftice to give some impression of 
the extreme linguistic variety of the lower Kunar district. 
The dialects of these valleys would certainly amply 
repay a more thorough study tlinn I was able to devot'e 
to them. At this part of the frontier it is perhaps still 
po~sible to discover new langu~ges, or, at  ally ratl(=, 
important dindect~. 



PESHAWAR TO CHITRAL 

0 n April 25th I left Peshawar for Chitral. Up to 
Sado, in  Lower Dir, it was possible to go in a 

motor-lorry. From there the transport by means of mules 
and donkeys, and across the Lomarni Pass by coolies, had 
to be arranged through the kind assistance of the Politi- 
cal Agent, Malakand, who also permitted me to cross 
the Lowarai before i t  was officially opened for the sum- 
mer, and allowed me to stay in the small levy forts along 
the bridle path. While enjoying the hospitality of his 
bungalow in Malakand, I heard from his chaukidar about 
a rock inscription existing near the village of MiAn 
Brangolai, on the northern bank of the Swat River, due 
north of Malakand, and said to be written in an alphabet 
differing from the Arabic one. As far as I know, this 
inscription has not been studied or published. 

From the Malakand Pass the road to Chitral lencl~ 
t h r o ~ g h  the Pathan states of Swat and Dir. While the 
most important part of Swat consiste of a broad and 
fertile, densely cultivated plain, the popnlntion of Dir is 
~cat tered  in small villages situated along the Panjkora 
and its a'fflnents I n  Swat conditions are becoming 
modernized to some extent ; motor-bus'ee connect 
lower part of the valley with the Peshawar district, and 
the energetic ruler is making vigorons efforts for the 
development of the country 

Dir is d i l l  outside the range of motor traffic, and 
' C'f. Sir A .  ,Stein. On Alrxfindrr'a 'l'rnck to  the Tndus, pnssinl 



the political and social conditions are more backward 
than is the case in Swat. I n  Dir the peculiar Pathan 
custom of 'wesh' or periodical redistribution of land 
among the families and clans still prevails. One of tbe 
members of my escort told me that he was born in one 
village. When he was a few years old his clan had 
moved to another, and now, 25 years after, they were 
going to exchange i t  for a third village, belonging to 
his tribe. In the meantime his family had exchanged 
fields with other members of the same clan and inhabiting 
the same village, every five years. 

But it  is not only in modem times that the geogra- 
phical position and nature of Swat has favoured a more 
advanced stage of civilizatio~l than that found in Dir. 

The marvellous richness of Swat in Buddhist remains 
is well known. In Dir, if we abstract from the disputed 
border-valley of Talash, no ancient monuments have been 
found up to now; but Buddhist civilization certainly 
extended into these regions too. 

Ruins were pointed out to me high up on the hill- 
side on the eastern bank of the Panjkora between Robat 
and Warai ; but .I could not spare time to examine them. 
I did, however, visit some remains of buildings a t  Miyana 
in Sfildiiriii, a few miles south of Darore Fort, on the 
steep slopes of the Usherai River and high above the 
Preselil Pathan village and cultivation. The ruins con- 
sisted of a great number of foundation- and terracing 
walls built of large, roughly hewu stones. No ornaments 
of any kind were seen, and an inscription which was 
mid to be found on a large boulder near the river, pro- 
ved to  be only ;I rough carving, consisting of quite irre- 
gular lines. 

nuring the short time st my disposal before sullset 
I could only make H. rapid survey of the ruins, and T 
collect.ed a nltlllber of pottery fragments with painted 
ornnn1rnta.I My guides fro111 the neighbourllood told me 

' FT:tntlrd over j,y mc. in ('hitral l o  Ijr ( i n h : ~  for ~i:ll1li1l:ltion by 
qonl+, I I I ~ I I I ~ , ~ ~ ~  O F  the A rc.l~:~cologic~.zl S l ~ r v r y .  



that iron arrowheads, with two barbs on each side, had 
been found on the site. 

It is impossible to say anything about the age of 
these remains. The walls were certainly better built 
than those of the neighbouring Pathan villages, and the 
present population professed to know nothing about 
the origin of the ruins, but supposed them to be the 
castle of a Kafir king. A fairytale related how an old 
man from one of the Bashkarik villages in the Dir 
Kohistan tried to find a treasure buried here by one of 
his forefathers. And it is quite possible tha,t these ruins 
do in fact belong to tbe pre-Pathan, 'Kafir' population, 
the remains of which are represented by the Bashkariks. 
Their .expulsion from the country near Darora took place 
only a few centuries ago, and we need not assign any 
higher date to the ruins in question. The only fact of 
interest to be learnt from them, without further investi- 
gations or excavations, is that buildings in this region 
seem to have been better constructed in pre-Pathan times. 

Bashkerik. 1 stayed in the village of Dir, the capital of the 
state, for two days, spending the time in collecting a 
vocabulary of Bashkarik. This Dardic dialect is spoken, 
with a'pparently slight variation, in several villages in 
the Dir Kohistan.' The Diri' of which Leech has 
published a vocabulary, and which the LSI. (VIII,  11, 
p. 2) provisionally places in the 'Kalasha-Paehai Sub- 
Group' of Darciic? is simply a form of Bashkarik.' 

I $' k.ariqg.11 and Dnnzdnrh61 :we now Yashto-spertlri~lg. Rut Bashk. 
ie ~pnken in Hdbkbt ,  A&, Pio'd, Kalka!, Kinokdm ancl 'I'hd; the T'Rht. 
names are: l'atrak, Rfiir I < 'Briciy), Birkd!, Kalknf, Ldmt&!ai, and Thd. 
I n  the 8ide-valley of Adirdt 1';aluIa (v. helow p. 54) i~ ~poken;  1)llt 
H u h k .  in found in the thrw n1,pcrrnoat villages of the Hw:~t l<olii.cltan, 
viz. Kftlhrn, lifrilf, ae ;tlrc,zd.v hy liitldnlph nlld 
by Stthin 'r6rwHIi, 11. 6). 

' J b  is do11 btfnl whetlier some of the forms given iby T.ec3('ll, r K. 
no6 ' 0 ' .  biyizhh ' 1 2 '  arc. rnore archaic than thosc heard lbv Ricld~llljh 
and rnyflelf fifty ancl hunclmd ycers later ( R . .  norn, brihfi, e g o  nutth 
btih:. Lrech'a uotation~ arc rvidcntly very imperfcv.1, c a f .  r. g. s8al ' 7 '. 
.sheesh 'licnd' i~ not recordetl by Hidtlulph (ton), or ~ l ~ y s r l f  (lh6,9), Ilnt 

Inrcy quite well hr exist in^ il l  the lnn~~~ngtx .  



I n  some respects Bashk. occupies an  intermediate 
position between Torwali, the other Kohistan dialects 
and Shina to the east, and Gawar Bati to the west. Thus 
Bashk, and G.B. agree in treating groups of dentals 
and gutturals + r in the same manner, tr, kr resulting 
in 1, and dr, gr in 2. A., b(h)r become pl, bl in G. B., 
but i., j in Bashk. I n  Torwali, on the other hand, we 
find c, ,j from tr, dr, but, apparently p ,  b(h), k, ,9 from 
pr, b(h);, kr, gr. 

Examples from Bashk, are : tr in Xa ' three', puh 'son ' ; 
kr in ham 'work' ; dl. in Tach 'grape', t i 2  'otter ' ,  Ziqh 
'saw' ; g?, in lanz 'village ' ; pr in i.ii 'mother-in-law ', Ca's 

'flea ', 2ui- ' to  awaken ' (pya-brdhya-) ; hhr in  jii ' brother '; 
,jij ' birch ' . 

Aspiration of mediae is not heard in Bashk., but it 
has left a trace in the low, rising tone, as is the case 
in Pashai and in Khowar.' E. g. ka'n 'arrow' < kanau-, 
with high, falling tone and closure of the glottis, but 
kn'rh 'shoulder ' < sknndha- ; g6 ' bull ', but ga' ' grass ', ,q6r 
'horse' ; l 2 ,  but 'daughter ', etc. 

From Dir I crossed the Lowarai Pass, which forms 
the boundary between the states of Dir and Chitral. 
Although this pass is not much more than 10000 feet 
high, the northern, or Chitral, slopes are very much ex- 
posed to lavines in winter and spring, and communi- 
cation is often interrupted for considerable time. The 
Lownsai is also an important ethnographical boundary. 
The Pathans have penetrated, or a t  ally rate imposed 
their language on the population, right up to the southern 
side of the pass, hut with very small exceptions not 
beyond it, 

When 1 recrossed the Lowarai on my way down in 
Septlenlber, numerous Mohmnnd nomads were camping with 
their rarnr l~  among the pines near Guja'r Post on tlhe 
nollthern side of pass. They mid that  they used to 
spend tlir nunljner op here, but that they never crossed 
the Lowariii. JII fact, cnrnels are never seen in Chitral, 



and the country is unsuited for tzibes dependent on 
these animals. 

The view of Chitral which one gets from the top of 
the pass is that, of a mild, alpine country with narrow, 
fissure-like valleys, a reef of refuge for ancient tribee, 
but not a thoroughfare for invaders. 

From Ziarat, the first levy-post on the Chitral side 
of the Lowarai, I walked the next morning through the 
pine-forest down the Ashret valley to Mirkhandi on the 
Chitral River, accompanied by an Ashreti whom I asked 
about the names of plants and natural objects. The 
di~y was spent at  Mirkhandi in making a preliminary 
survey of the Ashreti or Palula language, which will be 
described below (p. 54 sqq.). 

Here, and the following day in Drosh, I also had 
occasion to collect some information about the dialect 
spoken by the 'shekhs' or converted Kafir immigrants 
from Bashgal who have settled in several villages below 
Drosh. Their language is locally called Shekhani. One 
of my informants had been in the service of Sir George 
Robertson in Kamdesh in 1894. 



WORK IN CHITRAL 

0 n May 3rd I rode up the valley from Drosh to 
Chitral village, the capital of the state. I n  this 

place I stayed altogether for more than two months. 
For some days I was the guest of H. H. the Mehtar, 
whose government gave me every kind of assistance in 
my work, and who together with his sons took an active 
interest in my investigation of the linguistic conditions 
of his countly. Most of the time I lived in the bunga- 
low of the Assistant Political Agent, who kindly put a 
room at my disposal and helped me in every way, and 
I waa allowed to join the mess of the two officers of 
the Chitral Scouts, who had a thorough knowledge of 
the country and gave me much valliable information and 
assistance. 

In Chitral village I had occasion to study a number 
of languages and dialects spoken in Chitral or beyond 
its borders. Some remarks on these languages and their 
relationship will be given later. In  this connection I 
shall only say a few words about the methods and acci- 
dents of my work. 

Besides members of various tribes inhabiting Chi- 
tral who came to the capital and its bazarl for trading, 
or to bring their salaams or their petitions before the 
Mebtar, ~everal perRolis were brought to me from diffe- 
rent part8 of tlin country through the kind assistance of 
H.H.'s government.  no of my informanta, an inhali- 
tank of bhr village of Damt.1, was in jail in Chitral, and 

1 r rhcre is no hnssnr in ('hit,rnl al)ovc- the cn:lpit:ll .  

-. - Knlt~~rforrrkning ('. 111. 1. 



the poor man was brought to me in chains, escorted by 
two soldiers. Whether he was allowed by them to keep 
much of the bakhshish I gave him, I cannot tell. 

From beyond the Hindu Kush passes a constant stream 
of traders comes down to Chitral. The two most impor- 
tant passes me the Dorah in the north-western, and the 
Baroghil in the north-eastern corner of Chitral. But 
communication with the north is by no means restricted 
to these comparatively easy passes, and in spite of snow- 
blindness and dangers many lightly ecquipped travellers 
use the higher and much more difficult passes to the 
north of the Dorah in order to save a day or two. But 
these passes have scarcely ever been used by invaders. 

Across the Baroghil came Wakhis, but chiefly traders 
and pilgrims from Chinese Turkestan. The traders from 
Munjan, who used the Dorah Pass, did chiefly bring 
blocks of reddish rock-salt and lapis lazuli from the mi- 
nes belonging to the Afghan government, but exploited 
by the local population during the rebellion in 1929. 
Chitral is a local emporium of some importance in these 
regions. While several caravans from Badakhshan carrying 
rugs, Russian china etc. passed through Chitral on their 
way to Peshawar, the local traders from Munjan and 
neighbouring valleys rarely go further than Chitral, but 
dispose of their goods there. 

Usually these peasant-trader8 from Munjan, Sang- 
lech or Wakhan, whose dialects I wished to study, stayed 
only for a day or two in Chitral, and wanted to h u r ~  
back to their farm-work as quickly as possible. I t  was 
often difficult to persuade them to stay for a few days 
more, even if good pay was offered. On one occasion 
my servant Yasin, on his own initiative, induced the 
merchants in the bazar not to buy the salt brought by 
a certain Mnnji for n few days, until I had to some 
extent been able to satisfy my curiosity as regards his 
didect. I do not think, however, that he suffered any 
financial loss through his somewhat prolonged stay in 
Chitral . 



From Wakhan and other parts of Badakhshan, and 
also from the valleys of Afghan Kafiristan, there came 
to Chitral chiefs and headmen who wanted to pay their 
respects to the Mehtar, and one wa.s reminded, during 
the crisis which seemed to threaten the political unity 
of Afghanistan, that Chitral had for ages been a centre 
of some importance among the tribes of the Hindu 
Kush. 

The Afghan general of Kafir birth, Abdul Vakil Khan, 
who had greatly helped me in my search for Kafirs in 
Kabul in 1924, had been forced to take refuge in his 
native valley of Ktiwi after the defeat of King Aman- 
ullah. Here he carried on a private war with the Kam 
tribe of the lower Bashgal valley. This did not, however, 
prevent our corresponding through messengers, and he 
kindly arranged for quite an intelligent Prasun man to 
visit me in Chitral. 

Before that time I had already got hold of other 
Prasuns. One of them was the very 'shepherd of con- 
siderable stupidity' ' who in 1899 through the medium 
of Bashgali and Chitrali interpreters had furnished Abdul 
Karim Khan with the material about Prasun published 
in the LSl. This Prasun man had lived for some forty 
years in Bumboret in Chitral, and neither his intelligence 
nor his knowledge of his mother-tongue had improved 
since 1899, and it was impossible to get much reliable 
information out of him. 

A secon(1 Prasun turned up one day while I was 
etaying in Chitral villagc. He had in his home valley 
heard r u m s  about a mad sahib who paid good money 
in exchange for strange words. And as he wanted very 
badly to buy a, new coat, he had walked across the high 
passes to Bargromatal and from there on to Chitral to 
see me. It sepmpd to me only natural tllet he should 
resemble in type t h e  Prnsun I had worlred with for 
couple of hours in Kabul in 1!)24. 

And it was not till he had I~een with me for a 
' LST, V111, 2. 69. 



couple of days, that he told that he actually u~as the 
same man, and that he had been quite surprised to 
see me again. It also turned out that in Kabul in 
1924 somebody had warned him against giving me any 
further information, and that this was the reason why 
he had suddenly run sway from the prospect of getting 
a good bakhshish. 

He was, however, not easy to work with, as he h e w  
very Little Persian and not much Kati. I may perhaps 
be excused for mentioning a small, but characteristic epi- 
sode from my work with him. Once I tried for half 
an hour to get the Prasun word for ' egg ' out of him. 
He did not understand my explanations, and did not 
know the word in any of the neighbouring languages, 
nor did i t  help when I showed him a round, white stone 
of suitable size and imitated the cackling of a hen as 
best I could. Not till my servant came back and brought 
me a real egg did he grasp the idea. 

In  these circumstances it was not easy to get even 
the outlines of the very complicated grammatical systeln 
of the language out of him in the course of the short 
time he was willing to stay with me. 

Another native of Afghan Kafiristan whom I met 
and worked with, was a Waigeli, who had killed EL man 
in hie home village and eloped with his wife, and had 
taken refuge in Bumboret on the Chitral side. Now he 
had stayed there for several years, and had managed to 
scrape together the sum needed for the blood-money and 
for the wife. So he intended to return to Waigel within 
a short time. 

From Arandu, the southern~nost village iu Cllitral, 
several Gawars came to work with me. To one of the~ll, 
an elderly Inan whose name was Mirza, Ali Shah, I hap- 
pened to read out the ~ h o r t  Gawer Bati anecdote 
in the LSI. When hc heard it, he smiled prontlly and 
confessecl that h~ w n ~  the man who had fl~r~iished Ah(llll 
Karim Khan with the (fawar Eati 111:tt~rial for the LSJ , 
and who had told him thc dory. 



While staying in Chitral I took down at number of 
grammophone records, short lists of words and texts, in 
Khomar, Kalasha, Gawar Bati, Palula, Dameli, Kati, 
Yrasun, Munji, Yidgha, Sanglechi and Wakhi, including 
some Kati religious hymns sung by the old priest who 
was the only person who still remembered them. 

Finally I must mention one informant whose language Lonkuchi- 
it did not take me long to get sufficiently acqua,in- War. 

ted with. Biddulph and other authors mention a peculiar 
language, incomprehensible to the neighbours, which is 
spoken in Lonkuh village in the Terich valley. There seemed 
to be a slight possibility of this Lonkuchiwar language 
being related to Burushaski, so I got hold of a man 
from the village. His 'language', however, proved to 
be a mere corruption of Khowar, of the usual secret 
language type like the 'Zargari' or goldsmiths' slang of 
Afghanistan, etc. Thus the first ten numerals were: 
yih, yuF, 7-oit, raZ, Comb, yoc, thos, thost, yon, yoi. (Khow. 
2,  Ju, troi, ?6r, pont, choi, sot, o d ,  qzyoh, joi). Cf. also 
pakril 'head ', jiik ' eye ', yudtr 'nail ', Bas 'hand', konzb 
' foot ' (Khow. kapal, ye;, ~luytir, host, pogg). 

I also had occasion to converse with a Burushaeki- 
spealring native of Hunza, and a man frolll Yasin whose 
mother-tongue was the closely related Werchikwar dialect. 
I knew, however, tha,t Col. Lorimer had collected very 
extensive material about the isolated and interesting, 
but very colnplicated Bmrushaski language, and I confined 
myself to trying to get an impression of the relation 
between the phoneticJ systems of Burushaski and the 
neighbouring I .A.  limguagea. 

' ('01. Ilori~ncl-'s ni:ltr~rial is ]low being pnblinhrcl 11g thc 1n8titutc3 
for ('on1l)nrntivc He~e;~rrh  in Hnm:ln C'ii1tnl.c~. 



TOURS IN CHITRAL 

F rom Chitral proper I visited different parts of the 
country. A few days after my first arrival in the 

capital I left for Rnmbur, in order to be present at 
the spring festival of the Kalashas of that valley. 

From Orghuch, a few miles below Chitral Port, a 
steep pass, called in Khowar Kala,s.qumo An 'The Kalash- 
gum Hill',' leads to the valleys inhabited by Kafira. From 
the top of the hill one gets a very good view of the 
topographical character of the side-valleys inhabited by 
Kafis, and especially of the narrow gorges of the 
Rumbur Valley, which only in a few places widens out 
a Little and leaves rooin for cultivation. From about 
7 000 up to 10 000 feet the hillsides are covered with 
forests of conifers, lower down the most characteristic 
tree is the holly. oak. 

In  Rumbur I stayed for about a week, starting the 
study of Knlnsha with a bright and friendly young man, 
Mahmad Isa, who later on came down to Chitrsl. In 
epite of his name he was a convinced adherent of the 
ancient creed, and often was heard discussing questions 
of religion with my Muhammedan servants. The whole 
village of Rumbur has remained pagan, with the single 
exception of one of Mahmad Isa's sisters who had been 

' With KaZnpgum 'K:%laah roantry' cf. the local Werchikw~r 
name of Yasio, bl'arti-gam, called BtcrAu-.qvrn in Burlishs~ki of HnnsRl 
The name of a district in Knfiri~tan, to the east of Waigel, rtnd, 
to Lumndcn, vontnining three villages, i~ Traiquma. I do not kuow to 
which language t,his word for 'land, district' originrtlly h e l o n ~ .  



married to a Muhammedan. Also the other Kalasha 
$Uages in the side valleys have resisted the advance of 
Islam, while those situated in the main valley of Chitral 
have all become converted. 

The Joshi festival, which I attended, is the second 
in importance among the Kalasha festivals, the first being 
the t!?aaurnos, or 'Four-(Daysp-)Meatt', which is celebrated in 
December. The Joshi lasted for nearly three days, and 
as far as possible I was present a t  all the different dances, 
sacrifices and other ceremonies, some of which took place 
at night. I wrote down a, number of short hymns and 
took photos and cinema pictures of several of the cere- 
monies. No European, as far as I know, had ever been 
present at this Kalasha religious festival, but the Kafirs did 
not show any aversion to let me watch the whole programme, 
and I was invited to take part in some of the ceremonies, 
to eat of the sacrificial food etc. 

A description of the festival, together with an account 
of what I was able to gather about their other festivals 
and their religion in general, will be published separately. 

I shall here mention only the weirdest and most 
impressive part of the whole festival, which took place 
on the third day. 

The whole population of the village assembled on the 
gri, or dancing ground, near the edge of a precipice, and 
e ~ c h  person seized a walnut-branch from heaps which 
had been gathered by the young men. The priest and 
his assistant ascended to the altar a little higher up the 
hillside, and chanted hymns and performed various rites, 
while the congregation swung their branches, shouting 
wildly. T was invited to seize a branch and take part 
in the ceremong ; but I preferred to retire, together with 
a couple of Muh;l-edans present, to a sniall hillock in 
the rear of the assembly. Viewed from there the crowd 
brandishing the brarlches over their heads looked like a 
forrat shaken by e strong mind. 

Suddenly the priest stepped near to the edge, and 
flung his branch over the cliff. The whole congregation 



followed his example, and a cloud of bra,nches whirled 
through the air and down the precipice. 

The purpose of this ceremony mas to drive away the 
ancestral spirits and demons who had hovered near the 
village during the three days of the festival, but whose 
presence was not wanted in ordinary times. Then they 
must retire to their appointed places, the graves and 
demon-altars in the dark groves on the hillside. 

The religion of the Kalashas had never been studied 
before, and i t  was believed in Europe that they had all 
become Muhamrnedan~.~ The officers stationed in Chitral, 
of course, knew better, but no account of the Kalasha 
religion had been published. 

Most of the gods of the Kdasha Pantheon correspond 
to those of the Katis, but the names differ. Thus the 
Kati gods Irnrd,,' M6n, Ragid, ~ i s i r ' i  and Nirmalz are 
identified with Kalasha Dezau (DEzaZ-), Makaudeu, Sajigh, 
=kkstak, and Dizdik. The Kalaehaa do not, however, have 
any mTar God corresponding to Kati G?yis, G i ~ i . ) . , ~  and 
they have several gods not known to the Katis. Besides, 
the character of the Creator, Dezazc, differs somewhat 
from that of frn?.d,. He has no altar, and no sacrifices 
or regular prayers are offered to him, and the whole 
conception seems to be at  the same time more exalted 
and more shadowy than that of Imr&. 

But the question of the relationship between the 
religions of the two tribee, and the possible influence of 
Islam in recent times mill be discussed in the publication 
mentioned above. Nor is it possible here to give any 
account of the relation between the mythology of the 
Kafir tribes and the ancient forms of Hinduism ~ i t h  
which it is connected, or by which it has been inflli~nced 
before Islam cut the Kafirs off from Hindu lnclis. The 
&fir religion contains  element^ of very different age. 

' Cf. e .  R. I,PT, 1, 1, 1,. 110 (pnhl. 1927).  'They :the I Z ~ ~ W ~ M )  

HrP not 'IGifirH' in the strict SPIIRP of the wortl, as they have ~ d ~ p t ~ d  
the \lnhnn~meclan religion, -'. 

' < Ynnlnmjn- .  v .  I.nwwn, Inti. Altrrthnmtak. 1. 438'. 
' .\ name which prohshly p e w  hark to Veclir timeg. 



From Rumbur I went, in the second half of May, to 
the Bumboret valley. At  this time of the year when the 
rickety single-pole bridges carried away by the spring 
flood have not yet been replaced, the communicatioll 
between the Kafir valleys is still more difficult than 
usual. In this case my coolies had to climb a high pass 
between the two valleys, while I was helped by lily 

guides across the cliffs along the river. 
The Blimboret valley is comparatively broad and 

fertile. In the lower part there are several Kalasha 
villages, and here and there one sees the house of a 
Chitrali settler, recognizable by the fowls, which the 
religion of the Kalashas and Katis does not permit them 
tso keep. The uppermost village, Bruniotul, is inhabited 
by Katis come over from Bargromatal in Afghan Kafiri- 
stan. 

Although the Katis and Kalashas are next-door neigh- 
hours, there is a marked difference between the two tribes. 
The Kalashas are generally shorter and darker (or per- 
haps only dirtier) than the Katis, and their type of face 
is less 'Aryan'. Also the measurements made by Dr. Cxuha 
pointed to an antropological difference between ICatis 
and Kalashas. 

The Kalnshas, a suppressed race, are humbler in their 
demeanour, but also gayer and more friendly. Even 
the inen wear rows of tinkling bead-necklaces and 
embroidered dresses, while the women are conspicuous 
by their curious cowrie headdresses. The Katis look 
sterner and more reserved, less barbarian ; their dress is 
simpler, and the ~ t y l e  of their carved ornaments more 
restrained. 

In Brun~otul I ~ t ayed  for about a week, worlring 
chiefly with a young Muhammedm Kati who had been 
a talib, or religious atudent, in Peshawar, but by 
no means burdened by too nlucll learning, ant1 also with 
the only remaining [clebl&le' or prieut of the pagan Katis. 
He was the only man wllo really knew anything about the 
tra(litninnn and the nlytllology of the ICatis. But he was old, 



and apparently had forgotten much that he had known 
in his youth. 

Among other traditional matter the priest also related 
to me his own pedigree for not less than fifty-four 
generations. The first part of it was clearly mythical, 
and his memory of it was partly confused. But for the 
last thirty generations the order of the names was the 
same on the several occasions I questioned him. From 
the 13th generation from below his pedigree agreed with 
that of the chief of the Kunisht Katis up to the 24th 
generation, or so far as this latter ran. And, more 
remarkable, the names given for the ancestors from the 
26th up to the 29th generation were essentially the 
same, with the expected dialectical variations of pro- 
nunciation, as those given to me in Kabul by General 
Abdul Vakil, the 29th generation in the priest's pedigree 
corresponding to the 26th in that of the general. 

Abdul Vakil was a native of Ktiwi in Afghan Kafiri- 
stan, the reputed home of the whole of the Kati tribe. 
It is therefore not in itself surprising that chiefs and 
priests of different branches of the tribe should be de- 
scended from the same ancestors. But the two branches 
have, according to tradition, been separated for thirteen 
generations, and this seems to show that the pedigrees must 
be of considerable age, and they are probably historical 
at  leaet for the last thirty generations. 

I n  1929 there were only about twenty grown-up 
pagan men left in Brumotnl, and conversions to Islam 
are constantly made. While I was staying there, the 
conversion of two young men was celebrated on the 
Great Id festival. Faqirs from India are penetrating 
into these isolated valleys, and the example of the 
islamized Katis on the Afghan side is contributing much 
to the conversion of the remaining pagans in Chitral. 
Paganiem will certainly die out with the present genera- 
tion. The priest has no pupil, and when he dies, there 
will be no one who can keep up the ancient religious 
traditione. 



Even now the dances and sacrifices cannot be per- 
formed to the same extent as they were when Robertson 
lived among the Kafirs of Kamdesh. Some years ago 
the blacksmith of the village, who is also the hereditarg 
musician, turned Muhammedan, and would no longer 
play at the Kaf i  dances. The priest and some of his 
friends asked me to use my supposed influence with the 
Mehtar to petition him to let the blacksmith become a 
pagan again. But when I told them that I could not 
possibly do this, it was after all arranged that he should 
play at a dance where I was present. The eyes of the 
local mulla had been closed for the occasion with a 
couple of rupies. Religious fanaticism appears to be 
absent on both sides. 

I was also present a t  sacrifices to Inzrd and to 
~ l s i i r i .  and took cinema pictures of the former. 

One of the converted Katis in Brumotul had as a 
young man been in India for several years in the service 
of a British officer. Raving learnt Hindostani he had 
written, in that language, an account of the religion 
and of the customs of his tribe and of the events which 
led to the emigration to Chitral by those Katis who 
wanted to escape the forced conversion to Islam by the 
Amir Abdur Rahmen. I bought the manuscript from 
him, and it contains much valuable information, and 
give8 an inside view of the structure of Kati society. 
Of a special interest is the clear account which the 
manuscript gives of the laws and the judicial system of 
the tribe. 

From Brumotul I went down to Ayun and from 
there to Chitral. A rnonth later I visited the Rumbur 
valley again, this time in company with the zoologist 
Dr. Chopra, a id  the a,nthropologist Dr. Guha of the 
Zoological Survey of India. We spent most of the time 
in Kunisht, the Kati village above Rumbur. I was busy 
ill ~ ~ l l z e t , i n ~  information about the language slid religion 
Of the Katis, photogrsphillg dances, altars etc., and left 



the study of the social customs to Dr. Guha, but to 
some extent collaborated with him. 

From Kunisht I visited the Gangalvat Pass which 
leads to Bargromatal in Afghan Kafiristan. Although 
the pass is relatively high (16 000 feet), and even 
in July is covered with snow on the Chitral side, the 
ascent is easy. Across the Gangalvat came the Katis 
who in 1895 sought refuge in the Mehtar's territory, 
bringing with them their families and cattle, and in 
summer this pass is an important line of communication 
between the valleys. 

A descent into the Upper Bashgal valley would have 
been easy; but owing to the strained political situation 
the British authorities did not want any European to 
cross into Afghan territory. 

Below the pass are the summer pastures of the Kunisht 
Katis. 

* 

Returning to Chitral about the middle of July, 1 
went on, after a few days, towards the north-west, up 
the Lutkoh valley. A couple of days' march brought me 
to Garm Chishma, the Hot Springs where the Mehtar has 
a bongalow, and where the sulphurous baths are frequented 
by patients from all parts of Chitral. On my way down 
1 stayed for about a week a t  this place, studying Yidghs. 
The linguistic border between Khowar a.nd Yidgha runs 
a mile or two above Garm Chishma, close to the bridge 
which leads to the fertile side-valley of Izh, where the 
Ismailia sect han its most important shrine in Chitml. 

Above this bridge the Lutkoh valley widens out into 
a broad plain, studded with small villages belonging to 
the Yidgha tribe. A t  the upper end of this plain there 
i8 a gorge, or 'darband', leading up into the uppermost 
part of the Lntkoh valley, the bottom of which is to a 
great extent covered with low birch-forest and sweet- 
smelling briar. 

There i~ only one small Yidgha hamlet here; but 



higher up lies the village of Daghiri, inhabited by 
converted Kati refugees. This village is situated a t  the 
point where the roads to the Dorah and Nuksan passes 
se@rate. In 1892 there were a t  this place a few houses 
of 'Virron', i. e. Prasun Kafirs.' 

Following the former route I ascended to the summer- 
village of Shah Salim, near the hot springs of Izhghar, 
'The Snake-Stone', and about 11 000 feet above the sea. 
A great part of the population of Daghiri goes up here 
in summer in order to utilize the highest cultivable 
ground in the va,lley. 

Still higher are the summer pastures with their 
primitive stonehuts, similar to those found in the 
Gangalvat valley and elsewhere. Here the men go up 
in eummer with the cattle to make cheese, etc. The 
women itre left behind in the valley to do the farm- 
work, as the herding of the cattle is considered to be 
too dangerous for them. There may be some truth in 
this statenlent, as there are constant feuds and raids 
going on between the tribes on both sides of the Afghan 
frontier. 

Similar methods of utilizing the mountain pastures 
by means of chalets are common among all the neigh- 
bouring tribes.= 

So~llewhat different is the case of the Gujurs, rt 

pastoral tribe mbich, starting from the plains, has gradually 
spread over the mountainous regions north-west of India. 
They constantly live on a higher level than the ancient 
inllabitnnts of the district they have penetrated into, and 
"8 they have little or no cultivation, they have to exchange 
(Iairy-products for gmin. In some places they have their 
winter nettlements just above the ordinary Chitrali villages. 

C'. (;. Rrurr, Twc-nty Years in  the Hirnrtl:1,yas p. 204. 
S ~ t e r ' ~  in Nol.\\-r~i:ln. 

V~tranr t l i r l~  thv snlnlncr pahalr, or d:tiry-fnrnis of the I<nfirs of 
Kaml lc~h ,  L . flol,crlsoll, Tllr Ki\ fir3 of 1 hc Hind l i - l i l i ~h ,  ])I). 497 ff. 

--- Anlong t11r I1:rt llnll3 of  I)il, : r l , t l  fllrt1lr.r sontl i ,  the c*ll:tlt.t i~ clnlled 
bA 5 !/a 



Quite another thing is also the semi-nomadism of 
several Afghan tribes, who possess houses, and have some 
cultivation in their winter homes, but who in summer 
live in tenta in the hills, changing their pasture ground 
once or twice, and who often cover great distances in the 
course of their wanderings. 

From Shah Salim I ascended the Dorah Pass (14800 
feet), one of the most important Hindu Kush passes. 
The Dorah is quite easy, and the distance between 
inhabited places on both sides is not very great. The 
Yidghas have come this way from Munjan; but we do 
not know whether any other immigration of any 
importance has come by the Dorah route. I returned by 
another pass a little further south. 

Below the Dorah, on the north side, lies the Dorah 
Lake (Lake Dufferin, Dro Nyib in Kati), a hill-lake of a 
deep bluish-green colour, on the further side of which rifle 
the towering mountains between Sanglech and Munjan. 

Hiuan Tsang, the Chinese pilgrim who passed here 
in the 7th century, mentions that the lake below the 
Dorah Pass was infested by a terrible dragon. Popular 
imagination still occupies itself with this lake, and the 
Katie believe that i t  is inhabited by a demon in the 
shape of a ram, who violated the goddess ~ i s i r ' i  and 
became the father of the water-god Bagisht. 

The name given to these mountains by Hiuan Tsang 
is the Onion Mountains. Possibly the name was given 
to this part of the Hindu Kush on account of the 
immense amount of leek which grows in the higheat 
glene just below the mow-line. 

*om Garm Chishma I returned to Chitral, where I 
spent most of the month of August. On account of 
illness. and also because of the heavy rains and floods 
all over the country, I was forced to give up my original 
plan of returning to India via Gilgit and Kashmir. 

' Thv listich or UtJtltjtZ, enllrd q t ~ l & m  hy my K:~t i  gni t lr~ ,  
and. w e .  to them. StliEltn in F'r.s. 



Instead I visited, on my way down from Chitral to 
Lowslrai, the village of Urtsun, which is inhabited by 
Kalashas and Katis. Both languages are spoken here, and 
the religion is of a syncretistic type. The pagans still inhabit 
the old village, which is very picturesquely situated on 
the top of a steep hill. The Muslim part of the population, 
which has come into existence in recent and more peaceful 
times, lives scattered among the fields in the narrow but 
fertile valley at  the foot of the rock. The path down 
the narrow gorge from Urtsun to Nagar crosses and 
recrosses the stream innumerable times, and when the 
river is in flood, i t  is impassable, and Urtsun is accessible 
across the hills only. 

On my way down through Dir I had to make a 
detour because the suspension-bridge over the Panjkora 
at Chukiatan had been carried away by the flood. 

I felt quite relieved when my luggage with all the 
linguistic and ethnographical material had come safely 
across the rickety native bridges. 

I reached Peshawar on Sept. 6th. After a short s t y  
there and a tour through the southern districts of the 
N. W. Frontier Province. I left for Bombay, sailing from 
there on Sept. 26th. 



THE LANGUAGES OF CHITRAL AND 
ADJOINING REGIONS 

INDO-ARYAN A N D  KAFIR GROUP 

T he state of Chitral covers an area of about 12000 
square kilom&res, with a population of some 100 000. 

Within this territory eleven distinct languages are spoken, 
some of them again split up into dialects. Ten of these 
languages are found in the southern quarter of the 
country, leaving on the average not more than a square 
with 17 kms side for each language. And it  must be 
remembered that only a small part of the country is 
cultivable and inhabited. The reason for this diversity 
lies in the fact that Chitral has for a long time been a 
compamtively settled region which has attracted inmi- 
grants from all sides; - only three of these languages 
have been spoken in Chitral for more than a few centuries. 

Khowar. The most important language of the state is Khowar, 
often simply called Chitrali by the neighbours. It is 
the language used by the ruling family, and for all oral 
official communications ; and i t  is probably understood 
to some extent by every grown up man in the state. 

Khowar means the language of the Kho tribe, which 
has its home in the northern part of the state, in the 
valleys called Mulikho and Turikbo, the Lower and Upper 
Kho (Valley). 

The name Rho has been identitied with Kin-weif 
the ancient Chinese name of Mastuj or Upper ('hitrsl. 

' :\w. to Kalawha trndit>ic,n the K l l o n  came from V~l'i.qrJ~olr ~ ~ ~ * l n  , 

at. prcsellt inllnllitc.rl hy f:~irl~nli:~.slti speaking pthoylr. 



and this hypothesis is supported by the fact that the 
Sanglechis call the Khos Kivi. 

Another old Chinese name for Mastuj is Shang-mi', 
probably identical with the Prasun Kafir name of Chitral 
krn- or &rnai-gul, and with Sanglechi tki- dztri ib.~ It 
seems reasonable to assume that the first part of this 
double name originally denoted the northern part of the 
country, or Mastuj, while *&tricb was restricted to the 
southern part, or Chitral proper. Chinese sources from 
the 8th century, a period when Chitral was a pawn in 
the great imperialistic game between Arabs, Chinese and 
Tibetans, mention the existence of two separate princi- 
palities corresponding to Chitral proper and Mnstuj . In  
later times, too, the forces which have tended towards 
a unification of the country have repeatedly been thwarted, 
and the independence of Mastuj has been re-established 
for shorter or longer time.y 

We do not know when the country was first united 
into one state ; but the unification was certainly connected 
with the expansion of the Khos towards the south. 
Both n o  and Kalasha tradition agree that the Kalash  
formerly had their own kings and were masters of the 
country up to Reshun, near the gorges which form the 
natural frontier between Chit,ral and Mastuj. And 
even at the present day the Khos are expanding at the 
expense of the Kalashas in Lower Chitral and its side- 
va.lleys. 

Before the Kalashas the Balfililc,c are said to have 
inhabited the country. Nothing is known about this 
mythical people, but t,he word Boltilili is   rob ably connected 
with Bilyi, the Kati naane for Chitral. 

Tbc Khos do not give the impressioil of being a 
specially warlike race, and it seems  roba able that they 
have acquired tlleir present position as the result of a 

' ( ' f .  Stein, Scr i~ ld i :~ ,  42. 
' Reg. the llnlnc Chitrnl cf .  HSOS. VI,  441.  
' 1 wfi8 not f i l l  100$ tlbnt, tllr cnnntry WRS detinitely rlnitcd 

"ail1 after the ~ e p ~ ~ t i o n  e f f r b c . t e t l  1,s tllc I ir i t i~h in 1804. 

4 - Knlt l ir f~rakni l l~ .  (:. 111. 1 .  



better political organization than that of the neighbouring 
tribes, and not only through prowess in mar. The 
nobility, the Adamzadae, is divided into a number of 
clans, several of which, and among those the ruling 
family, are descended from immigrants from Central 
Asia. Such foreign elements may have contributed toward 
giving the Khos the political leadership. 

In  Gawar Bati, a language spoken in Souther11 Chitral, 
the country is called I?oggul .  This name possibly means 
Mongol, and refers to Mughal elements which have been 
assimilated by the Khos. But this derivation is by no 
means certain, and -gtd may be the usual Dnrdic word for 
'country', 'valley'. A more ancient invasion of a group of 
Iranians is possibly indicated by Pdtzc, the Kalasha name 
for the Khos. This word can be derived from *Piirtav, and 
it is tempting to connect it with the name of the Parthe. 

Linguistically the assimilation of such small groups 
of immigrants from the north-west does not appear to 
have affected the structure of Khowar seriously. 

Apart from the Prs. words common to all surrounding 
Islamic languages, Khowar has talcen over a number of 
words from its Iranian neighbours, especially Wakhi, 
which has in its turn borrowed from Khowar.' Of greater 
historical importance is the fact that Khowar contains 
a number of words which must have been borrowed fmm 
a middle-Iranian language. Possibly this fact has some 
connection with the invasion of n, group of 'Parthians' 
mentioned above. 

There exists in Khowar a considerable number of 
words of unknown origin, apparently neither Indian nor 
Iranian. One naturally thinks of Burushaslri as the 
possible source of such elements, and the publication of 
(201. Lorimer's work on this language by the Institute will 
mahe it possible to aolve the question, whether Khowar 
has adopted Burushaski elements to any p e a t  extent. 

Tn a few words, e. g. in orc 'bear', pecu- 
liarities induce one to think of Kafir origin. 

' Ct. Report, p. 74. 



In its base Khowar is a purely Indian language, and 
the B o w .  words which are of Indo-Aryan origin can 
alwayays be derived from Ancient Indian, without there 
being any necessity for constructing any older stage. 

The material which I collected about Khowar will 
be published elsewhere, and in this place I shall mention 
only one detail, which is of interest, and which does not 
seem to have been noticed before. 

It has been assumed that Khow. had lost the aspira- 
tion of mediae, and the deaspiration has been considered 
as an important characteristic of the 'Dardic' group of 
dialects. But in most of these dialects the aspiration 
either remains, or has left behind traces of its former 
eaistencell and the disappearance of the aspiration is 
probably of comparatively recent origin. 

In Khow., just as in Pashai dialects etc., we find 
that there is a connection between aspiration and the 
low, rising tone. Thus we hare Wow. 'breast', but 
phi0 'slloulder', phGn 'palm' (with secondary aspiration); 
isfil. 'horse', troi 'three', pdrlt 'five', but Fhtr 'milk', 
chi 'six ', tlerk7~; ' lamb '. 

And, while gnla- results in Khhom. $7 'neck', we find 
$1 ~ ~ ~ d l )  'valley' < *ghnla- (Kel. yhatr, gen. g l d a f ) ,  

'tooth', but d;og1 ' ghee' < "dhallna- < dnd8nn-, b ? d l t  

'goat, one year old' < *zrri!tn- (Sh. rrra?la-), but b ~ d r  
'brother', h&a 'earth'. The occurrence of the rising 
tone ill word8 with l>reserved or original aspiration seems 
to be fairly regular. Some except,ions can be explained. 
Thus we find 2d 'four' (through the influeilce of ~ h &  'six'?) ; 
goml 'wheat', but :i!~o g&n '1 come' ; ihr 'daughter' < 
*jI~fih and i i l u  'son' ; b11t also ti  'barley', i6i 'water- 
channel', where there seems to be no reason for the 
OCC~rrence of the rising tone. dnhir 'hill-side' muat be 
a late loan-word from a dialect which preserves the 
aspiration, cf. . g .  G.B. d'ar. 

The pronunciation of original aspirated mediae varies 

I Cf.  PI' 24, 2!). 
' Rrg. 2- cf. Rep. p. i l .  -- i'ntc <: yr?h#-.? 



in the different parts of Chitral. I n  the 'capital' a 

slight glottal stop is heard after the occlusive, e. g. 
'valley', in other parts of the country a trace of an 
aspiration remained in g'i~. This was the case in Laspur 
in the north-east, and in the neighbourhood of Drosh, 
where there may be a Kalasha substratum. It is worth 
lloticing that  the Kalasha Mahmad Isa, who distinguished 
between aspirated and unaspirated mediae in his own 
language, would pronounce the Khow, word for 'valley' 
ghol, and evidently heard something resembling his own 
aspirated mediae in Khow. g., g'. 

On the whole there are no very pronounced dialectical 
variations within Ichow. Pronunciation may vary slightly, 
e. g. as regards the vowels and the voiceless (e. g. 
bo$, boxt  'stone', sayuc2, sayzit 'eagle'), and certain vul- 
garisms have developed in the bazar language of Chitral 
village ; but there does not exist any well defined dialects 
of the language, although i t  spreads over a territory 
much larger than that  inhabited by most of the neigh- 
bouring tribes. 

There are probably several reasons for this relative 
homogenity. As remarked above, the expansion of n o w .  
appears to have taken place a t  a comparatively recent date. 
And there is still a good deal of circulation among the 
Khoe of different parts of Chitral. Nobles receive new 
fiefs and settle on them, and serfs are moved from one 
estate to another. 

The custonl of allsigning children to a foster-motller 
of a befriended family living in another part of the state 
is common among the nobility, and  roba ably collnte~ 
acts the t,endencies towards lingui~tie differenciation- 
And, finally, Khowar, though not a written language, 
enjoys a certain prestige. The Mehtar and his famib, 
and many Adamsadas or nobles, are proud of their 
sonoroug language and cultivate a, diatinct p ronon~i~ t io~ l ,  
thus forming a conservative nafeguard, retarding 81' 

changes. This is a factor which ia not active to the 
same extent with regard to other languages of the region. 



As mentioned above l ,  the Ka1asha.s inha'bited the Kalasha. 
lower part of the Chitral valley before the expansion of 
the Khos. According to their own tradition, they ori- 
ginally came from a country called Tsiyanz, situated 
somewhere towards the south, and on their may they 
stayed for a few generations in Waigel. 

At present Kalasha is spoken by &luslim converts in 
a few villages in the main valley near Drosh. Here 
they will probably ere long be assimilated by the Khowar- 
speaking population. 

Very different is the situation in the side-valleys of 
Rumbur, Burnboret, Birir, Jiiijoret and Urtsun " where 
the Kalashas have preserved their ancient religion and 
traditions. Their social position is low, and they are 
used for all kinds of corv6e work by the local government. 
And it is perhaps easier to retain them in this state 
of semi-serfdom if they do not join the brotherhood of 
Islam. At any rate no serious attenlpts are made to 
convert them. 

Kalasha is a purely Indian language, in many ways 
closely related to Khow. Probably the two languages 
belong to the first wave of Indo-Aryan ilnlnigrants frola 
the south. There is no reason to believe that they came 
direct from Central Asia across the Hindu Kush. 

Among the chief points of resemblance between Khow. 
and Kal. are the development of intervocalic -t- into 1. or 
1, and the retention of an augmented preterite, e .  g. Kal. 
pim ' I  drink ', lois,  apis I drank ' S. The sporadic occur- 
ence of -1- < -t-, -d- in Kohistani dialects is possibly due 
to a mixing between older and younger strata of Indian 
immigrants. Also the absence of cerebralieation in Khow- 
~ t ,  Kal. t < s a t  is of these two languages. 

The ~ o c a b n l a s i ~ ~  agree to large extent; but it is 
often difficalt to distinguisll between genuine Kal. words 
and borrowings foln KIlow. 

' 1'. '17. 
' I h l .  : Rvc,qm,i(l-), , lhnmri t ,  RitVs, ,f inji t . i t ,  and UCG. 
' (1f .  l'nrnrr, HS(I8. I V ,  A38 ff. 



Yet Kal. is a separate language, and no mere corrup- 
tion of Wow. Both the vocabulary and the morphology 

-. 

differ in many ways from those of Kho~v. The aspiration 
of mediae is fully preserved, t, d are palatalized before 
i (Gstak 'bitter', jist 'span to little finger', Khow, d id ) ,  
and the development of a t in astru 'tear' is more in 
accordance with the tendencies of the Kohistani dialects 
than with those of Khow. 

Common to Kal. and Kati are the palatal i. and the 
dental affricate c, which occurs in Khow. in a few, 
possibly borrowed, words only. Cf. e. g. Kal. kh7 'ear'. 
p& 'palm of the hand', 1 ' '  'melon' (Khow. lalti), 
dac 'mosquito' (cf. Skr. dami- ' to bite'?), cizc (cib-) 'edge, 
sharp'. The c has probably originally been adopted into 
Kal. in loanwords from Kati, cf. cirB 'parrot', Kati cerom, 
Dam. cerun ; ic 'bear', Kati i c .  But also doucit?b, Khow. 
d6cun 'young of leopard'; mc, Khow. gruc 'cluster of 
grapes, berries '. The i., too, may be due to Kati influence ; 
but it is not found in any certain loanwords from 
Kati. 

The numerous correspondences between the vocabula- 
ries of Kal. and Kati are quite natural, consideri~lg the 
long period of close contact between the two tribes. 
We know nothing about the language of the pfasias, 
who were said to have been the inhabitants of the lower 
Bashgal valley before the arrival of the Kati-speabg 
Kdrns. But it is quite possible that their language wm 
akin to KaJ. Itrvestigations about the possible survival 
of the langua-ge of the Jashis in Gourdesh, where some 
of them are still said to live, did not, however, lead to 
any results, and everybody said that Kati ( ~ ~ h g a l i )  
mas the only language spoken there. 

The difference between the dialect of Kal. spoken in 
Rumbur and Bumboret and that of Birir, appeared to 
be very slight. Rut in the southern part of Kal. territory, 
especially in Urtsun, a distinct dialect is spoken. 

As regards phonetics then? are two main points of 



difference between the southern and northern dialects 
of Kal. 

Northern Kal. in many, but not in all, cases changes 
aspirated mediae into a,apirated tenues, e.g. thGm 
'smoke', kh5s 'grass', phar 'burden', phor'i 'birch', Chii 
'daughter'. But also b1Gm 'ground', ghon(d-) 'stench', 
bhut 'demon' (1. w.), etc. Whatever may be the explana- 
tion of this irregular representation of aspirated mediae 
in N. Kal., it is unknown in Urtsun where the correspon- 
ding forms are dhiim, g h ~ s ,  bhar, bur'i, ;)hiir, bhiim etc. 

It ought to be mentioned that Kal., and also Pal., 
has aspirated mediae in several words where the aspiration 
is not justified by etymology, e.g. Kal. rumb. dhandolyak 
'tooth', bhel 'spade' (from Prs.). 

The other point of difference between the two dialects 
touches the development of intervocalic -t-. As shown bp 
Turner1 the previously known, northern, dialect of Kd .  
changes -2 -  to I ,  and further, together with original 1, 
to -U in final position. E. g. siu, gen. .silas 'bridge', t h ~ ?  
( * t l b ~ ! ) ,  Ehrclas 'daughter', but a,lso hau, hulas 'plough'. 

In Urtsun -t- results in 1. : jhiir-, srr (but ha!)', just as 
is the case in Khow. 

In common gal .  the sound developed from -t- must 
have been different as well from I as from r ,  and moat 
probably it mas b. Khow. r ha.s also passed through this 
fricative stage, as is shown by the Sangl. loanword &t~.db 
'Chitral', Khow. Chetrcr" Even without admitting that 
Dardic occupies an i l ~ t e ~ l e d i a t e  position between Ind. 
and Ir., we may assume that the lleighbourhood of Ir. 
languages has favoured the developnlent of fricatives in 
Khow. and Kal. 

The most important m~r~bological feature which 
distinguishes the Urtsun dialect is the preservation of 
the ancient personal suffix 1 pl. pres. 

' BSOS. IV,  636 8. 
1 dril 'intlated skin' ~yit.11 diasimilntion < '(lri?., dleti-~ * in 

Khow. 
a Cf. HSOH. VI, 441.  



Present Preterite 
Riimbnr Urtsun Runlbur Urtsnu 

karem 'I do' karim i i r i s  ahris  
kares kap-is liri ahr i  
kiireu karir aren akiirer 
karik 
karou 
karen 

Palula. In  a few villages in side-valleys on the eastern side 
of the lower Chitral valley a Dardic language is spoken 
about which nothing was previously known. This is 
PaZula, the dialect of the Dangariks mentioned by Bid- 
dn1ph.l According to my inf~rma~nts (from Ashret, Purigal 
and Bi6ri) this language which is called P A Z ~ ! A ~  is spoken 
in Acnret (Ashret), Riyii'j-i, Puriga'l, G h ~ ~ ,  and GumliddnQ. 
A related dialect is found in Sazc on the Kunar river in 
Afghan territory. Possibly the same language is also spoken 
in AgirEt in the Dir K o h i ~ t a n , ~  but my informants did not 
agree about this. But they all asserted that the tribe had come 
from Chilas on the Indus some two or three generations ago. 
One of my informants, however, wisely answered my question 
about the date of the immigration with a :  'God knows'. 

A short survey of the linguistic evidence will show 
that the tradition is right in connecting the Dangafika 
or 'Cow-people' with Chilas and the Shin country. But 
it seems probable that the immigration must have taken 
place a t  an earlier date than that assigned to it by tradition, 
i. e. only a, generation before the time when ~iddulph 
found the tribe fully established in its pre~ent habitation- 

The intimate cortnection between Paliila and the 
Shins group appears most clearly from a comparison 
between the morphology and vocabulary of the two 
languagerr. The phonetical system of Pal. is on the 
whole much more archaic than that of Shina. 

The personal pronouns of Pal. agree with Shim of Gilgit. 

' Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh, p. 64. 
' ~ h n l i r s  in HiiSri. 
" There i s  n l ~ o  a village caIl~C1 Aflhrpt in the S\v:it, k'ohiatan. 



Pal.ashret Sh.gi1.l Pal.ash. Sh.gi1. 
'I' ma mci 'thou' tu tu 
'my' mi mai 'thee' thi thaz 
'we' beh bB 'you' tus tso 
'our' asi asaz 'your' tusi tsaz 

The demonstratives are : 

Pal.ash. Sh.gi1. 
,this' nom. sg. nnu m., ani f. nnu, an4 

gen. D anisi alzzcsb 
nom, pl, ani ani 
gen. )) ani9z.l. anbnb 

'that' nom. sg. a1.o TO 

Cf. also the personal suffixes of the verb: 

Pal.a.sh. Sh.gi1. 
'I am' thzim (biori thum) ~ O V E  'I  hall become' 

t hir (bi. t b r )  bk 
thi baii 
t hiya b8n 
thit (bi. thet) haat 
thin (bi. then) bPen 

Similar forms are not found in any of the dialects 
djoining Pal., and are characteristic of Shina. 1 ca.nnot, 
however, explain the Pal. 2sg. and lpl. forms. 

Characteristic words common to Pal. and Shina are e. g. 

Pal. htilu 'hair' 
sis 'head' 
yun 'moon' 
toi  'water' 
ghost 'house' 
.QBP 'ice' 
hu8i #wind1 
agha 'eky' 
h h d  'to sit' 

Sh. b d o  
pis 
yfin 
?#n.ii 
sot (96s) 
d r  - (Grahame Bailey, Kohi~ta~ni) 
0 > % )  

agcii'( )) B 4 
bZy- 



Cf. also the numerals : 

Pal.ssh. Savi Sh. jijelut Sh.pales Kandia G.B. Dameli 

dk(bi.ak) yak ek Gk' ek' ~ g k  ~k 
dt-i d27 dti dti dd diz clzi 
tr6 (bi. tru) trale $6 tre t y a  Xd tra 
tiha(bi.tar) Ciir,tor tur Eiiir tor ciir t i r  - - 
pulri pan2 poi poi pa; pone pdi: 
toh (bi..?uo) sG" .sit1' salz sd s"6 so 
sat (bi.sat)sat sat sat sat sot sat 
as( ath as as 6th 6st ast - - - 
~ l i  n6u naC nlZC nfiG n4 no 
daB daJ dar d ~ i  dai dog da8 
ak69 yakuu' akiir akiii ngfilai jai yd$ 
h6s' b6s" bar bhi clw~lns' bad ba'i 
tri8 tre(zo)id tr6i trig6lai howdB tr6i 
tandis' tadiY' I:ahondar Cahzcndei 6anda.i. tudai &i?lde8 - * - Y  paajis" penJis pazilliI - patzzalai panjalas" pintis" pAces - - 
~oris" .yzcra.s .?dycii .!6fi s6e8 sorag soye$ 
s~ttiii sata.9 satar ,rattdi sathe,; sotag snttcis' 
~st0.P' a t h s  a s t a ~  os tb  athtiei astli9 
 tabhi his' (u)3riu' u b n i  ukanih ambei znis' 
bhig b i i  bi bih bed isi hiJi 

It will be observed that in some cases the Pal. forms 
agree with the Kandia ones; but the word for 'eleven' 
is characteristic of Sh. 

The group st is preaerved in Pal, e. g. dist  'spm', 
jc?.!.~ (aggftr) 'big (toe)', mMti 'fist Is. st is preserved in 
?2dast 'nose', bistinu 'wide', but aasimilation has teken 
place in hd(h)  'hand', m$tu &brain1, To a, certain extent 
this ia in accordance with Sh., where st is always assi- 
milated, while st is preserved in some cases. But the causes 
of the irregular development of thew groups are not clear. 

oronpe of occlusivea + T are retained in Pal. Examples 
are trand 'net', Iristo 'bitter', siitri 'female', stinitr 'thread', 
dhr@ 'grape', drtig 'gorge, ravine', dhriyo 'long', clncbdo 

' Hh. kbl$i. .yltn ' 6 ' ,  ddi ' l o ' ,  !,.u5i ' I : \ ' ,  $wSi ' I t ) ' .  
Rut bhrto 'flat'. 



'lean', Jdr  'otter', 9and.r 'mill', krum 'work', krin- 'to sell', 
~,ukro  'sour', grhena 'knot', yrhjrn 'village', grhirzjo 'vulture', 
P r G ~  'flea', p r a B  'guest', Lrhuj 'birch', brhj 'brother', 
abrw 'cloud', b~unz 'wrist' (< marman-). 

In the Kohistani dialects of Sh. r has been preserved 
in ty, cy; but on the whole the assimilation is charac- 
teristic of Sh. Cf., from the dialects which I had occasion 
to hear, Sh. pal. qhitho 'bitter', j~n?aq;ro 'son-in-law', qaq 
'grape' (Sh. jij. jac), jik 'tall', yos 'mill', kcim 'work' l, 

&U 'cloud', za 'brother'. ' 
Among other archaic features of Pal. as compared 

mith Sh. may be mentioiled the preservation of nd < fit, 

e. g. in pand 'road', Sh. pon, and of intervocalic s", s, 
e. g .  di'ut.a 'hail', bhdg- 'to sit', b k l i  'roof-beam', d ~ s  'day', has- 
'to laugh', Sh. (Grahame-Bailey) aiy&, b&-, bci, dez, iray- '. 

The aspiration of mediae is preserved, at any rate in 
initial position, e. g. in gha-v 'horse', ghZ, 'ghee', dltiimi 
'smoke', dhi 'daughter', bhstt 'sister', bitus 'straw, bhus'. 
But aspiration is also found in many words where it is 
not justified by etymology, e. g. ghau 'cow', dhzira 'far', 
bhii '20', fhdntatt-3 'son-in-law'. To a less extent this is 
the case in Kal., too. This tendency is an indication 
that the ancient distinctioli between aspirated and un- 
aspirated mediae is beginning to be weakened, but the 
movement is working in the opposite direction of that found 

mod Dardic dialects. 1 could not detect any difference 
of tone betweell aspirated and unaspirated words in Pal. 

It is tempting to try to associate the tones discovered 
in Shina by Grahame Ba.iley mith the ancient aspiration. 
But the facts are not in favour of this hypothesis. In  
the Kohistani Shills dialect of Pales I heard traces of 
aspiration, and perhaps even in the dialect of Jijelut 
above Gilgik3 

' ~ ' ~ S ( ; I I J ) I ~  from *knnz,tt, not +kmncm. Rome Sh. din1ect.s have 
k r o ) ) ~ .  In 8h. pal. kr Rpenls to have resulted in f ( l o )  in Eiro 'black', 

koll. kiq4. 
1 P R ~ .  aglrii 'cloud', (S11. iigcii 'eky') must Ire n loan-word. 
a Cf.  A .  0.. X. 297. 



These phonetical pecularities will suffice to show that 
Pal., although being closely related to Sh., must have 
branched off at  a time when the characteristics of that 
language were not yet fully developed. 

The vocabulary also differs a good deal from that of 
Sh. Alone among the Dardic languages (Ksh. excepted) 
Pal. has given up the old word for sister and employs 
a form of the ordinary modern I.A. type ( b h ~ t t ) .  And 
apart from borrowings from Khow., Pal. has also adopted 
other words peculiar to the dialects of its present home. 
Such words are e. g. k i r  'snow', Dam. kir, Kal. kirik 
(Sh. hin) ; rgmac 'fish', somehow connected with Dam. 
ciumrae, Ka-1. u. li-rnnci, Kati 6-maci (Sh. ~.hinic); praipil 
'sweat', Dam. praipvd, G.B. p7a&d (Sh. ;I. pasto); pves 
'mother-in-law', Kal. Z S P ~ E S ,  Khow. iipresi, Bashk. 6i.4 (< 
*prig), Torw. pais (Sh. gas). The word for 'blood' in 
Pal. is derived from ,-akta-, as is the case also in Bashk., 
Torw., Ksh. and Lhd., not from Zohita- as the corresponding 
words in Sh., Khow., Kal., Dam., G. B., Tir., and the 
Kafir dialects (except in Prasun where nsrj- has survived, 
as is also the case in Pash). 

There is some difference between the Pal. dialect of 
Ashret and that of the villages in the Shishi va.lley, 
Purigal and Bifiyi. In  most cases the Ashreti dialect, 
from which alone I have more extensive material, is less 
conservative than the northern one. The chief differelices 
concern the vowels. Ashr. has lengthened a short, stressed 
a e. g. in rik 1 d6.4 'lo', pdnd 'road', Pur. ak, da,g, 
pand. a has become o or z i  in Aahr.: bo,4 '12', ar),qor 
'fire', +fir '4', hii$i 'wind' : Pur. aygar, h r ,  h6.4 (but 
Sh. 0.2). In eoine cases Ashr. 6 = Pur. A < ci : hrila 'hair', 
tGra 'star', Pur. b8lu, tllra. Aeh. i, Pur. e in Au 'bridge', 
dik 'country'; Pur. st%, ddi. But also Ashr. e from 8 
with 'umlaut', e. g.  bhsn 'sister', .%mi 'spl~en'. 

On the Kunar river, in Afghan territory, a kind of 
Pal. is spoken in Sau. I did not meet any native of 
this village; but one of my G,  B. informants had lived 
there as a boy, and profe~secl to know the 1angllage. 



His knowledge of Savi proved to be very imperfect, he 
gave different forins for the same word on different 
occasions, and he was of course influenced by his own 
mother-tongue. But the information I received from him 
adiced to prove the existence of a Pal. dialect, probably 
much mixed with G.B., in  Sau. 

Regarding the vowels, Savi generally appeared to 
agree with the more archaic northern dialect of Purigal 
and BiGri, and not with its nearest neighbour Ashreti. 
Cf. e. g. bus' '12') seti 'bridge', but zuzlBi 'wind' (cf. above). 
tfi1.a 'star' may have been borrowed from G. B. 

Another previously unknown language of Southern Dameli. 
Chitral is Dameli (Ddm~a-briaa) spoken in Dame1 (Dkmcn), 
a small valley, called Gi(1 by the Pathans, which is 
situated on the eastern side of the river below Mirkhani. 

The ethnographical notes on Chitral collected by 
Captain B. E. M. Gurdon, which have been placed a t  
my disposal through the courtesy of Sir Denys Bray, 
mention 'Daman', n o w .  'Darner', Psht. 'Gid', and say 
that all three names mean 'the confluence of two streama' (?). 
According to these notes 'the people state they origi- 
nally came from Gabar in Swat, and are descendants 
of Sultan Haider Ali. They say that  half the Arnawai 
families are of the same race, and that  of two brothers 
one settled in Arnawai and the other in Gad. They do 
not spealr Gabari, but Damerbashn, which may be 
Da~igarikwar, as the Chitralis say that  it is identical 
with the language spoken in Dahimal, a village on the 
Gilgit river above Gupis, where the people are Dangarika. 
The Gid folk understands Kafirs, Chitralis and Afghans 
alike, but their own language is quite distinct from any 
Spoken by these races.' -- One of my informants also 
asserted that they originally came from Swat, cf. p. 6 1 .  

Viewed fro111 the ~ n o u n t a i ~ ~ s  between Urtsun and Bash- 
gal the Darncl valley Heems to be fertile in it8 upper, fan- 
lilw part, b ~ l t  near its jtmcture with the main valley i t  
narrows down to a gorge. 

The Dameli language 11as a great number of words 



i u  common with its nearest neighbours, Pal. and G.B., 
but i t  differs from both of these languages in several 
important respects. 

In  contradistinction to G. B. this dialect has preserved 
groups of occlusives + r, e. g. tr3 '3') pit? 'son', drik 
'grape', kram 'work', gram 'village', pr5i 'bed', brd 'brother'. 
Nor  doe^ it change i. to c, as does G.B. On the other 
hand 9 2 t  is not preserved ae in G.B., but becomes n ( d ~ n  
'tooth'), and a- is changed into b- (bat 'stone'), as is also 
the case in Pal. But unlike this latter language the 
ancient palatal semivowel is also changed, e. g. in iS 
'barley'. 

But the most interesting feature of Dam. is that it 
contains a number of words in which the original Indo- 
Eur. palatals k , ph, and the labiovelar gl'h before 
palatal vowels, are represented, not by .4 (s), j, h as in 
all languages of purely I. A. origin, but by c, z, 2, as 
is to a great extent the case in the Kafir group. 

E. g. cd 'vegetable', cia 'sand' (Kati ciiyli), cita 'sharp' 
(Kati cd), curia 'dog' (Waig. ci), cclzvdr 'hedgehog' (Kati 
p a . )  k c  'hair (Waig. kt&), ray& $regnant', d n -  'to 
understand' (Kati eir'e-), rdmli 'son-in-law' (Kati zemd' I ) ,  

zin 'winter' (Kati zim 'snow'), zcidi 'heart' (< *zdrdi-, 
cf. t i  r )  h a  'arm', dad 'hand' (Kati d a l  < * z u s ~ ) ,  
inu 'to kill' (Kati ji:1"e-), 

A number of other words, too, agree with Kafiri. 
Such are e. g. fgtdri 'star' (Kati titd), funti 'wife's brother' 
(Kati iumi), luh 'daughter' (Kati Juk), pr66 'bed' (Kati 
pr'ztit), zskd 'fat' (Kati skd) ,  gi 'bowstring' (Waig. gi). 

These words cannot, on account of thcir form, be 
simply loan-words from Kati, but Dam, must be the 
result of a mixture of an I.A., Dardic. dialect and an 
independent Kafw language, different froin any of t h o ~ e  
existing a t  present. 

Aspiration of mediae is, if i t  exists at  all, extremely 
weak in Dam., and this may also be due to Kafiri 

' G.B. zamiild with secondary development of f > Z, juet nR 
of (! > c. 



influence. The dialect possesses two tones, a level and 
e falling. Tn most cases originally aspirated words have 
the level tone, but there are several exceptions, and i t  
is not certain that  the tone is d-ependent on the aspiration. 

Words with level toile are e. g. ian 'snalre', .sn?2 

'hole', dnn 'tooth', Zip 'tongue', l6i 'blood', khar 'donkey ', 
phan 'road', dunz 'smoke', bet- 'load', jdzat ,feather1, g3m 
'wheat', darr 'door'. gcrl 'valley'. With falling tone: 
tbz , sin 'hil l ,  licm h i ,  s i g  'horn', bBnl 'earth', 
bri 'brother', griim 'village'. 

The personal proiloulls of Dam. are : 

1 sg. 1 pl. 2 sg. 2 pl. 
nom. ai ai  tu hi 
obl. mu crm6 i3 nzyu 

The conjugation 

Fut. Aor. 
kurim kunum 
kuri kunop 
krr ld lcunn 
kurinla klozu.ntn 
kuriba lcuno ha 
kurin kzcnun 

is of the following type: 

Preter. Pres. Perf. 
kurzcnz k~lrin~cvz kurthtcn~. 
ku riip 
ktcr6 Plupf. Iinperf. 
kurfinl a kurithldm ktclzum tha 
kfc~-obn 
kurezt 

The curious forms of the 2 sg .  and pl. probably 
originally belong to the preterite only, and can be derived 
from enclitic pronouns, -33 < tva, and -b N < z.ah.' 

Of Gnw:lr Bati a short ~ c c o u n t  is given in the LSI., Gawar-bati. 
and I need only say a few words about the dialect in 
t h i ~  preliminary report. 

The language is spoken round Arrtndu (Arnawai) in 
Chitral, ;md in ~evera l  villages on the Afglinn side of 
the frontier. Besides, as mentioned above, a dialect of 
G .  B..  much mired with Pashai, ie spoken in Shumasht. 

Mirza Ali Shah3 from Aranctil (HuranQ ltim) told me 
that the Uawara l ~ e d  immigrated from Gabar in Bajaur, 



in the time of Sultan Azhdar Ali, sixteen generations 
ago. His four sons were expelled by the Pathans, and 
one of them conquered Arandn from the Kafirs and 
settled there. 

This tradition agrees with that told about the origin 
of the Damelisll and it is possible that the non-Kafir element 
among this tribe is related to the Gawars. Sultan 
Haidar Ali Bajauri is mentioned by Babur, and if we 
allow 30 years for each generation, sixteen generations 
would carry us back to A. D. 1450, about the time of 
this prince, and of the Pathan conquest of Swat and 
Bajaur. The tradition does therefore probably contain 
some nucleus of truth; but it is of course not certain 
that the G.B. language was brought to Arandu by 
these immigrants 

The two younger ones among my informants had 
lost every trace of aspiration of mediae, while the older 
one still had it in some words. But the aspiration 
was very faint, and its appearance irregular. I heard 
i t  e. g. in 9'1% 'grass', g'um 'wheat', b'zcnz 'earth', d'um 
'smoke', hut never in gad 'ghee', 901-A 'horse'. Dr. Gaha 
and Dr. Chopra kindly assisted me in listening to these 
faint traces of aspiration, and they agreed with me that 
there seemed to be some difference between the generations 
as regards the pronunciation of these sounds. Indian 
ears are of course much more accustomed to dietin- 
guish these sounds than European ones. 

G. B. forms an intermediate link between Pasllai and 
the Kohistan dialects, and shows similar tendenciee as 
these languages as regarch the treatment of groups of 
occluaives + r.' While pr and h(h)r become pl and Ill 
kr and tr result in (%)A, and gr, dr in 1. 

G.  B. agrees with Pa~hni  and Kafiri in retaining 
initial u- in most cases; but the development of m'- > i- 
is peculiar to this rlia,lect. 



The last purely I.A. language spoken in Chitral Gujuri. 
(excepting Hindostani and other Indian languages of the 
plains which are spoken by a few clerks and merchants), 
is Gujuri, which is found in a few hamlets in the 
Shiehi valley and in some other places. I did not make 
any attempt to collect information about this dialect; 
but a few words noted from a Gujur in Dir showed 
that the dialect is nearly identical with the Gujuri of 
the LSI. (IX, 4, 964).l 

The only true Kafir language spoken by permanent Kati. 
inhabitants of Chitral is Kati (Ba~hgal i ) .~ It has, however, 
been introduced into the country within the last few 
generations. 

Some immigration had taken place from the lower 
Bashgal valley to Urtsun before the time of Abdur- 
Rshman. But it was chiefly after the Afghan conquest 
and the conversion of Kafiristan that pagan refugees 
from Bargromatal in the upper Ba,shgal valley were 
allowed to settle in Chitrd, above the Kalasha villages 
in the Rumbor and Bumboret valleys, and a t  the foot 
of the Dorah Pass. 

The immigrants from Kamdesh in Lower Bashgal do 
not belong to the great Kati tribe, which occupies Upper 
Baahgal, Ktiwi, R a w e l  and Kulum in Afghan Kafiristan. 
But it will be practical to use the name Kati to denote 

' 1 heard trE '3' ns in the Qujllri of Hszara, not tin which is the 
form found in Yusnfzai Gujuri of Hwctt. Also ria te Fir{ '60' ngrces 
with the Hazara Guj., and Yusl~fzni Ajri, but  not with the Yusufzai 
Guj. form of the 1,191. 

1 Kafiri hns now become the established name of the group of 
Indo-Ir. languages (Kati, Waigali, Ashkun, Prasun, and to some extent, 
Dameli) which occllpy ~n intermediate position between I. A. and Ir. 
With the alight axceptions mentioned above (p. 40) these tribes have 

~emrno Mnhsmmedan~.  On the other htmd, most of the Kalmhrts 
are still ' K ~ f i r ~ ' ,  i. C. pngana; but they do not apeak n Kafir language 
in the e~tahlished sense of tho tterm. In  other words, 'Kafir' a 
linglii~t,ic term h m  nothing to (lo with thc present distribution of 
religions. If t ) l i ~  i~ k ~ l j t  in mind, 1 think i t  mill he practical to 
retain the acc:l~otompd tprnlioology, and not to introduce new com- 
~ l i c~ t ione .  

f~ - Kulturforskning. C .  I11 1. 



the common language of both Katis, Kame and other 
smaller clans. The special dialect of Kamdesh etc. may 
be called Kamdeshi or Bashgali. The dialect of the 
settlers from Kamdesh in Lower Chitral is locally called 
Shekhani, i. e. the language of the sheikhs, or converb. 

Their didect differs from that of the real Katis of 
Bargromatal through the sonorization of consonants in 
certain positions, e. g. nazzir 'nose', mnnji 'man', igi 
'that' (Bargrom. na.mi.i, manti, iki), through the development 
of ii from palatalized u e. g. k(y)iir 'foot', p(y) t i ly  'son' 
(Bargrom. kyut,  pz'tc), and through a few other phonetical 
peculia~ties, cf. e. g. cici '20', i to  '4', vaciy 'calf', kunllik 
'mulberry' with Bargrom, wca, St%, ueii, kklik. The 
dialect of Badimnk in the central part of the Bashgal 
v d e y  in most cases agrees with Barg., e, g. st& '17', 
stic '18', but K m .  satic, agtic. Kam. forms the present 
tense with -n-, but Barg, with -t-; also the vocabularie~ 
of the two dialects differ, but not to any great extent. 

In a few cases the dialect of Bargro~natal and its 
ofshoots in Kunisht and Bumboret have carried through 
innovations, while both Basbgali and Western Kati (in 
Ramgel and Kulum) have preserved an older form, e. g. 
Barg. pis 'lung' : W. Kati papyky$, Bashg, pabis. In some 
caaes Barg., as would be expected, sides with Bask. 
against W .Eati, e. g. Barg. itrak-(ga~jo~) etc. 'to-day'. 
Bashg. shtarak- (Davidson), but W Kati ip2k-(gar$r). 
There seems to be very little difference between the 
Keti dialects of Kunieht and Bumboret; but in some 
caaes the pronunciation of the younger generation differs 
from that of the older one; e.  g. in Bnmboret kt01 

'belly' is frequently pronounced rtol,  pt& 'gave' as ~ t k )  
etc., by the younger men. 

The didect of which Ivnnow gives a, short specimen', 
and which he considers to be that of Kamdesh, certainly 
belong8 to Bsrg. This ie clearly shown by forms such 
a~ t t ~ v o  4 yiitum 'I eat', manG 'man' etc. In m avid son's 
material both Baehgali and red  Kati forma occur, and 

' AO. X. 164. 



the latitude of pronunciation is not so wide within one 
single dialect as would appear from the forms given 
by him. 

In Burnboret I collected some material from a young Waigeli. 

Waigeli from the village of Waigel. His dialect on the 
whole agreed with that of Zhiinjigal! According to 
him a special dialect is spoken in Tra iepma;  but he 
could not give m y  information about it. Rega,rding 
Ashlrun v. above p. 21. 

From Prasun I had three informants, natives of three Prasun. 
different villages. The most intelligent man came from 
Usiit (Kati Paski), the lowermost village of the valley. 
The old man living ia Bumboret was a native of Ziimtc 
(Kati TCcana) in the central part of the valley, while the 
home of the Prasun man whom I had met in Kabiil 
was Siiiei (Katti P ~ ~ Z Z O ~  or Poronz), the uppermost village 
but one. 

The difference between the dialects of the three 
villalges is not very pronounced. 

E.g. Uyiit has ZpZuz '14') na2i~ '19', j t i t?~ ' l l ' ,  zar 
'heart', - igvi 'finger' : Ziimu and Siiici t ~ ~ u k ,  HaZlc, 
, g .  In  Siiici 1- is lost in tuurjuk 'tongne', 'blant 
'tooth': Ziimu and U;ut lutil.k(x), latam,; but these dialects 
have lost the initial 11- iu 3<?.yj 'heel' : Siiici v-a. 

It is impossible here to enter illto any detailed 
discussion of the ~ t r ange  phonetical changes and the 
complicated morphology of Prasun, which, even to the 
nearest neighbours, has the appearance of being a 
completely foreign and unlearnable language. 

Phonetically the P r ~ s  forms ca.n, in most cases, be 
conaidered as further developments of the Kati ones. 
But there are some traits which show that Pras. h~ 

' Cf. p. 3 4 ,  
' Cf. Report, p 42. 

v. p. 34. 
' The remaining three viiIngc,q arc. 081it (Katj Kudtnkt) between 

U~fdt find ZAm,' ; TVticc (Knl i llivnj hef \reen ZUntrc and Sflici, Silit ; 
" n d  Sldptj jKati Ifitatr1'1 nhovc ,Sn'ici. ('f. nlso V\'nvilov rind Rukinich, 
A~ricultural Afghanistan, pp. 118 f f .  



branched off at  an earlier stage than that of preeent- 
day Kati. 

The most important point is the preservation of 
intervocalic d in the shape of I. E. g. nulu 'reed' (Skt. 
nada-), mriltc 'wine' (Skt. mada-, mudha-), zulu 'vulva' (cf. 
Av. zadah- 'podex'), vy~le  'tendon' (cf. Prs. pai, Psht. 
pula), t6v2~ 'sole of the foot' (Skt. pada- etc.). 'belly' 
(Skt. udara- ?), -id- 'to sit' (Skt. sad-). But note the 
numerals rizu 'll', vizu '12', ciizz '13'. The material 
for determining the development of -t- is very deficient, 
but jzi '20' < "vczi seems to show that it was elided. If 
this is so, Prasun would agree with Munji, its Ir. neighbour 
to the north, in the treatment of intervocalic dentels, 
while in Kalasha -t- results in - I - ,  and -d- is elided. 

It is posaible that *%t resulted in Pras. st, through the 
intermediate stage *ct, in astg '8'. liiit'ok 'daughter' might 
be derived from *ducft- < *clwjit-, but there is no other 
certain instance of original i f .  

Initial appears as c only in edw 'branch', if = skt. 
sakhd-;  Bird 'autumn', d&u 'cold', ~ i l i  'rice' etc, may be 
of Ind. origin. In postvocalic, final, position we find c 
in iB-kic 'mustache' (*a,qya-kesa-), and possibly in r:yoc 'a 
kind of pine' (Kati p c i ) .  Intervocalic becomes 2 in 
lrzE 'lo', us-kor- 'to regard', uza 'shepherd' (Kati pa@-mot), 
yiizw 'ice, cold' (Kati piie), Of Ind. origin are e. g. iii 
'hail', kuBul 'wise', zoo,;- 'to accept, be willing'. 

As remarked, Report p. 47, 9. is lost after labials and 
gutturals. But tr results in t, e. g. in got 'wrist' (Kati 
.qot? 'am1 above the elbow'), Set 'night', zcitd 'friend' (Kati 
EO~T),  vat 'wing', gatea@ 'feather' etc. Before i we find t and 
ct in fi3z 'letter' (*citra-), e i i  '.?I, roy&Ai 'fairy' (Kati tolih'). 

Very curious is the frequent loss or weakening of 
initial consonants. Besides the examples mentioned Report 
p. 48 cf. aleo the following words. 

Original p-: inik 'palm of the band', (a)iJpik 'flower', 
rsa!C,q? - 'letter, paper', , 'to drink', itiraik 'thread' (Kati 
?ra?e), ?r,ztltr. 'road', Ap,ik 'Paprok Pass' etc. 

With original k:  giintu ' P R ~ '  (Kati ka, . ,nafa) ,  tf.4t'it 'Ku- 



ihki', Yipa (* Kztwi) 'Ktiwi', yotl- 'to laugh' (*kh,and-, Kati 
kan- ?), u~ugu 'comb' (Kati ksi ?), iti 'knife' (*krtti/cd- ?). 

With original t-: iyli 'thou', i 'thy', iifc 'millet' (Kati 
taji), ufci'k 'shuttle' (Kati triitr < "tu(n)t~ < tnntra-). 

Among words peculiar to Pras. may be mentioned 
yasd 'belt', %yak 'lock of hair' (Skt. stukfi- ?), ii8kob 'bridge' 
(Skt. slcambha- 'support' ?), ii& 'horn' (< "crii-, cf. Prs. srrrii 
etc.), p i m a  'kid ' (": praganzaka- 3 cf. Munji frayomi'y, etc.)'. 

Some of these words show that Prasun has a closer 
connection with I r .  t'han the rest of the Kafir dialects. 
Probably the Prasuns are the remnants of a very ancient 
population. It is perhaps not without significance that 
the temple of Imra in Prasun was considered to be the 
religious centre of Kafirista,n. 

The morphology of the Prasun verb is rather compli- 
cated, and without more extensive texts than I was in 
position to collect, i t  is difficult to determine the exact 
value of all the forms. Very characteristic of Prasun is 
the frequent use of verbal prefixes of locadizing value. 
E. g. &- ' to see', a&- ' to  look down, outdoors', ol&- 
'to look up, outdoors ', at;p- ' to  look in', at:&- 'to 10olt 
out', lY&- ' to look up, indoors', py&- --,'to look down 
(through the smoke-hole)' etc. 

IRANIAN GROUP 

All the four Ir. languages spoken in Chitral have 
been introduced into the country in compamtively recent 
times, and only one of then1 ha.s belonged to the land 
long enough to develop into a special dialect. 

Pnshto is spoken only by a few settlers, especially Pashto. 
in the Ashreth valley, and immigrants from Badakhshan 
have brought Bada.khshi Persian to Madaglasht in the Persian. 
Shishi valley P. 

Wakhi is spoken in upper Yarkhun. The number of Wakhi. 
permanent Waklli settlers, who in Gurdon's titnc amount,rld 

' V. .\tltlcnt111111. 

' lAorirnctr. lkkhtinri,  Raclnkhphi~ni, nud i \ I~da#l i~sI i t i  l'honoloply, 
H . A . S .  I'rizr 1'1ihl. Vol. VT. 



only to some fourteen families, has lately increased1. 
Apparently the Wakhis first came over for the sake of 
the summer pastures; but they have gradually brought 
under the plough much cultivable ground above the Kho 
settlements. I n  a similar way these hardy people have 
occupied the higher parts of the Hunza valley and have 
also overflowed into Sarikol from their barren home-valley. 

I did not meet any of these Chitral Wakhis, but I 
had occasion to interrogate four inhabitants of Wakhan, 
from the villages of Wark, Namadgut, Khandut and 
Yarug. Only the last one, a headman who had come to 
see the Mehtar, spoke qnite pure Wakhi, the Khandut 
man was probably, in spite of his denial, a native of 
Hunza, and the dialect of the two others was much mixed 
with Ishkashmi. E. g. the word for 'ear' was said to be 
yaZ (Ishk. y62) by the man from Warb; the Namadguti 
pronounced it gis* and yis', the Khanduti gik, and only 
my informant from Yamg used the correct Wakhi form 
=J.Z.f. The words given for 'wool' were plim (Ishk.), p a o h  
(Prs.), gdr and Ter. It is impossible to decide, without 
inquiries on the spot, how far the dialect of lower 
Wakhan has actually been influenced by Ishk, ; but I suspect 
that some of my informants did not really have Wakhi 
as their native language. The personal pronouns according 
to the Wark man were azB ' I ', ta ' thou', t9fh.k 'thee', 
tumux 'you' ,  and i t  is scarcely possible that t h e ~ e  1shk.- 
Sangl. forms are really used in the Walrhi spoken in 
Wark. I n  that case the dialect of that  village would be 
a real mixed language. For ' 7 ' the Wark man gave hzb'b; 
but i t  seems probable that  this is not a more archaic 
form of h%h, but represents the attempt of 1~ 1shk.-speaking 
man to produce a Wakbi sounding form (cf. Ishk. 6 d ) .  
In one case he gave n Munji word : Z4nd ' tooth ', b11t this 
form is not identical with th r t  (Zdt) used by the Munji 
speaking inhabitant of Wakhsn questioned by ~authiot ' .  

Among genuine Wakhi words used by my informant 

' Stein, Serinclia, 11. 60. 
' MSIJ. XX,  133 sqq. 



from Yamg and not found in earlier sources, 1 shall 
mention only j a i  'bowstring', Sin 'hot', yirzn 'millet', 
bisivanz ' I show ' (Shaw visiivanz) ; nabawzam ' I embrace, 
nZaiparn', pret. nabafst-, is possibly connected with Shaw's 
~iadhevs-an ' to affect, stain' (cf. EVP. a. v. bl6sj. Note the 
palatalization in wuG6n 'blood', fer 'wool' etc. 

My Yamgi informant used forms in -au for the 2 pl., 
e. g. pivav 'you drink', yfitooc 'you eat'. The Khandut 
man had -2. Shaw gives -it, but Hjuler -av, and the two 
forms must belong to different dialects. 

In  Ynmg Wakhan is called TV& and Wakhi kik 
(~lk-aa zikan 'we are Wakhie'). 

But the most important Ir .  language of Chitral is Yidgha. 
Yidgha, which is spoken by some 2-300 families in a 
number of villages in upper Lutkoh. 

Although Yidgha is simply a dialect of Munji, my 
informants did not know anything about their ancestors 
having come from Munjan, and they said that no inter- 
marrying took place between Yidghas and Munjis. The 
Yidgha tribe extends further down the valley than the 
yidghs language. It is divided into clans, in the same 
manner as the Khos, and Turikho or Badakhshan is said 
to be its original home. 

A member of the tribe ia called May, pl. IdyE (Munji 
Yidg, I'FcPgi), the language lvedyG, and the Yidgha 
country ldyif (Khow. Injigan). ' Dialectical variation is 
very slight, as is only natural, considering that it is 
possible to walk through the Yidgha territory in a few 
hours. I had six informants from different villages, but 
worked more extensively with two of them, from wholn 
1 did r~lso collect some texts. 

Yidgha contain8 o, larger number of Khowar loan- 
word~ than Munji, whereas this latter dialect has become 
more persianized. E. g. Yd. 10s ' lo', zrtisto ' 20', loszyti 
'11 ' (a Khowar constrl~ction), but Mj. da, bist, yozda. 

The following are the chief pbnneticsl features distin- 
~ i u h i n g  Yd. from Mj. 

' Cf. RSOS. VI. -143. 



Yd. i?, but Mj. ikv < i t  (Yd. aid;, Mj. ~ f i k ~  '8'). yd, 
?*, but Mj. r < rt (Yd. yii~g, Mj. yori'y 'flour').' Yd. ! I ,  
but Mj. ygu etc. < I-n (Yd. yawm, Mj. yigqparn 'I  grind'). 

In many cases, but not always, Yd. has n where Mj. 
has o. E. g. Yd. ym?, Mj. yosp 'horse', but Yd. xoro, 
Mj. xoro, D r n  ' donkey'. 

Special cases are Yd. Sir, c8ir, Mj. Ytir, Zcpir ' 4 '  from 
a common Mj.-Yd. form *E(")GfGr < *CnBf.iir; Yd. pi?ka, Mj. 
ycilko 'duck', apparently from Ir.  *a%yaka and "adika (?); 
Yd. agiclro, Mj. agliro 'grape ', probably from an older 
form *agirdo, cf. Shgh. ngg~rb ,  Prs. ros-angurdcc 'fox- 
grapes' ; Yd. rispa'n, Mj. yuspan 'iron'. Yd. has also adapted 
Khowar sounds such as t, d ,  c ,  g in loanwords, e. g. 22 
' snake ' , but 12 ' name of a village '. 

Munji. Munji is not a uniform language, but is divided into 
several dialect groups. My eight informants came from 
five different villages. Reckoned from above they were: 
Tili, Miiindeh, G hat, Shnhr-i-MunjGn and finally Tngou, 
in the side-valley which runs from Shah?. up towards the 
east to the Khalargai Pass. I f  my informant from Tili 
did not deceive me, his dialect in most particulars agreed 
with that of lower Manjan, Ghnz, 1'3hhnhr and Tagozc, and 
not with that of the intervening village of JIidnc?eh. 

I n  Mj. t i ,  gh., ah., tag. postsonantic -k- has resnlted 
in -y-, in the same way as original -g-, and -ti- in certain 
ca.ses becomes -i-. The same development has taken place 
in Yd., but Mj.-Miandeh has -9-, ti; e. g. Mi. gh., Yd. zow 
' wolf ' (cf. ntiryu etc. ' meadow ') ; Mi. m. t u u y  ; Mj. gh.. Yd. 
f i t  ' breast ', trpir, ts'ir ' 4 ,  nif ' navel ', Mi. m. ~ G z ,  vfir. 
nkfa. But regarding the fern. ending Mj. IU. joins Yd. 
in ha8ving -0 (-d), where as other Mi. dialects have -a, - 8 .  

More complicated is the distribution of the assimilation 
of nd, mb, ng into d ,  b,  g. Yd.  ha^ assimilated form0 
throughout ; e. g. yaclam ' wheat ', pado ' r o d  ' : MS. gh., m. 
yhdt4rn, ptindo etc. Jn a few cases the asailnilation extends 

' Yd. yuy 'fire' < 'art, with early mct:t.thc~is from dr -  whew 
the i? ha# been reintroduc*ed from thc ~ t r o n g  ~ t e m  ritar-. ('f. 
Vor. s. v. l ir.  



to Mj. m., but not to Mj. gh. etc. ; e. g .  Yd. lad ' tooth' ,  
zik 'knee ' : Mj. m. lo<], zGk, Mj. gh. Zdnd, z igg .  And, 
finally, the assimilation takes place in all the dialects of 
Mj, which I had occasion to  hear, e. g. in Yd. ogudFo 
'finger' : Mj. m. a,qu$kYo, gh. aguikya. I am not at present 
able to detect any phonetical reasons for these variations, and 
they may possibly be due to borrowing or mixing of dialects. 

Our previous sources of information about Munji are: 
1) A short and very unreliable vocabulary compiled by 
Mnnshi Faiz Bakhsh and published by Sham. 2) The 
Parable and standard vocabulary prepared by Khan Sahib 
Abdul Hakim Khan for the LSI. 3) Gauthiot's short 
vocabulary '. 4) Zarubins vocabulary with specimen text '. 
-Gauthiot's inforinant was a Munjani settler in Wakhan, 
the other sources give no information about the pro- 
venience of the material. 

The dialects described by Z. and G. agree with Mj. m. 
in preserving ti and -g-; Z has fein. -a or -R ,  (3 -a. But 
both of these recorders, and also the LSI., have assirni- 
lation of nasal in some words where Mj. m has nd .  

The dialect on which the account in the LSI. is based 
has rr (Lfiir), but -y- < -k- (?yauya ' water ') and fern. -a 
( h d o  'daughter'). And, finally, Faiz Bakhsh' vocabulary 
agrees with Mj. gh. etc. in all four particulars ('chaf ir', 
'yhogha', '10,yhda' and 'land'); but i t  has also n in 'ankardin' 
(for *'nr/kmkiu1, transcribed from +&I ?) 'finger'. 

The distribution of the assimilation of nasals in the 
different dialects of Mj. and Yd. may be tabularized in 
the following way : 

Ycl. Mj. %. 3lj. nl. Alj. gh.  Alj. F J % .  
'high' (lrv.) I bilzrid baldnd bIlhnd bilnnd [prob. *biland] 
'claw' i.nr~,qfil [ \) *i .mg- ] 

yondrcnl ghandam 
'tooth' lad lod lot j lond land 
'finger' qu.Qi;o Amqul,+'a ~~igudkyo a~?, I k y ~  I ankartlza 
'honey1 (lqlrni~t ug?,,in (G.) n y n ? ~  agrn,i)? agmtln 1 

I I C l . q I A ,  SX, 133 " , ' I .  

1~811, v o l .  I, pp. I l l  fr. 



An exact localization of the earlier materials does not 
seem possible. Probably, however, Mj. Z. and originally 
also Mj. G., belong to the upper part of the valley, while 
the home of Mj. FB., where the assimilation of nasals is 
least prevalent, must be sought for below Shahr, close to 
the Prs.-speaking part of the valley. Mj. LSI. occupies 
an intermediate position between Mj. gh. on the one 
hand and Mj. Z., G., m. on the other as regards the treat- 
ment of z i  and -9-. 

Finally i t  may be mentioned that there is a possibility 
that Ir.  *-88- (Av. 4-) < *-is- is still distinguished in 
Mj.-Yd. from the 4;- (Av. -;-) which is developed from -s- 
after i, u, r .  But the problem is too complicated to allow 
of a discussion in this connection. 

It remains to mention Sanglechi-Ishkashmi, an Ir. 
language which is spoken close to, but not within the 
borders of Chitral. 

Ishkashmi. From Ishkashim (I>kli,'$Im) I had only two informants, 
both of whom had Prs. as their mother-tongue. One of 
them spoke Ishk. fairly well and provided me with a 
vocabulary, the forms of which agree quite well with those 
given by Stein, and also with the still unpublished list 
of words collected by the late Dr. Skijld. 

Spneleshi. From the Sanglech valley I had five informants, natives 
of the villages of Sapl~!?, Phoy and iskit;/ (-tbb). They 
all agreed that Persian was the exclusive language of the 
market village of Zebak (Izikk),  thus confirming the 
information given me in Kabul in 192.1. by recruits 
from Iehkaehim and Zebak. The dialect described in the 
LS1. is that of Biizgir, a village situated between Zebak 
and Iehkashim. 

As already noticed by Sir George Orierson ', Zebeki ia 
only another name for Sanglechi, and since the dialect 
is not spoken in Zebek itself, but chiefly in the villages 
of the neighbouring Sanglech valley, it seen18 better to 
retain the latter name, which is a.1~0 t,lw one used by 

' Is l iknshmi.  Z~hltlri and Y : l x g I l a I ~ " ~ i ,  p. 3. 



Shaw and Geiger. The Zebaki of the LSI. and the 
Smglichi of Shaw (from Munshi Faiz Bakhsh) agree with 
my Sanglechi as much as can be expected. 

Whereas Ishk. and Sangl. are distinct dialects of the 
same langua.ge, the differences of pronunciation within 
the hamlets of the Sanglech valley appear to be minimal. 
Suffice it to mention that in the uppermost village, Iskitul, 
i d  is changed into y d ;  e. g. w o y d a ~ ~  'millet', rayduk 'long', 
from Sangl. of Porogh u~uidan, z'ajdiik. 

Between Ishk. and Sangl. the difference is to some 
extent one of vocabulary, Sangl. having preserved the 
indigenous word in many cases where Ishk. hae adopted 
a Prs. one. Thus we find Sgl. taulf~zik 'moon', farS6u 
'night', dos ' lo ' ,  wiit '20', ?.us '30', kobos ' ll', but Ishk. 
mcitou, gab, da, bist, si, yozda. 

In  the field of morphology we may mention Ishk. 
1 sg. -an), 1 yl. -an: Sgl. -an, -am, and Ishk. fak ' thee ': 
Sgl. tafak. 

The vowel-system of the two dialects differ to some extent, 
and whereas Ishk. has preserved t < bt ,  this sound has 
become dental t in Sgl. On the other hand Sgl. hae 1 
(or r) from -C and rt; but, as far as my material permits 
me to judge, Ishk. has dental I .  In Sgl. -t- and -d- both 
result in -3-, e. g. z~rq.ib 'brother', ktib 'dog'; and web 
'waist ', pztb 'foot ', uvcbayb ' daughter ' l .  Ishk., probably 
on account of its being more subject to Prs. influence, 
replaced the b by d in kud,  ~ e d ,  wwdziyds. My infolmttnt 
dropped the -d in drti and pzi, the LSI. has vrud and pii. 

important feature of 1shk.-Sgl. ie the ~alatnlization 
of velar consonants in certain positions. Cf. e. g. Sgl. 
yir ' rock ', k o r t t 6 ~  ' vulture' (Prs. kctqas), ari 'work' (Mj. 
hol'y), farya?,, ' female kid ' (Ij. j.ayiygo), nldi ' cloud '. 
kurtun, Ishk. kdrZin 'hen '. But mwyog 'sparrow ' . 

' t~ottck 'hridgc' .: + t t k  4 *h&fztk; czcblf ' s ~ n n '  with dissimilfttin~i 
from *tcub78 < *virlati-. 

' Cf.  the n~illstitntior~ of d Inr 5 in iricorrect, W n k l ~ i ,  e. g. 

?JfinlodKnti defr, balr 'sicklt.'. - 1shk.-Hgl. initiul d-  (hlrt y-, %I-) pro- 
Ib~l)ly < 8-,  -- through I'm. inflnrncc? 



9 is lost in mi ' day ' ; but 9 t u  apparently becomes j 
in &fiir ' A ' ,  Ishk. fak 'thee'. Sgl. has tafak where the 
t"ay have been restored from ta 'thou '. But Sgl. pubj, 
Ishk. putf ' meat ', which one would prefer to derive from 
Av. -pi9wu- 'food' and not from *pitu9wn-, renders it 
possible that the dental mas maintained in this position. 
In that case @fur mould have to be derived from "c(9) fik. 

1shk.-Sgl. occupies an intermediate position between 
Mj.-Yd. and Wakhi, and presents points of resemblance 
with both. The vocabulary agrees largely with that of 
the former group, and proves that it has ancient con- 
nections with the true Pamir dialects. The 1shk.-Sgl. 
tendency towards palatalization of velar consonants recalls 
the much further advanced process which has taken place 
in Shgh., and there are also some special correspondences 
of vocabula'ry between the two languages.' 

' E. g. 1shk.-SKI. vin, Hhgh. bfin 'beard' < Av.  *trpa + d ~ ~ h a j l - .  



Ashk. : 
Av. : 
Ral. : 
Bmhk. : 
Rr.. 
Rur. : 
Dam. : 
G.B. : 
Guj. : 
Hi. : 
I.A. : 
Ir. : 
Ishk. : 
Kaf. : 
Ka1. : 
Khetr. : 
Khow. : 
Knh. : 

LIST 
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Yrs. : Persian 
Psht.  : Paahto 
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Sh. : Shina 

AO. : Act,& Orieutslia. 
A h .  : Americnn Journal of 

Philology. 
BSI,. : Rulletin de la soci4tC do 

linguiatique de Paris. 
H R O H . :  Bullet,in of the Scl~ool 

of Oriant,nl Studies. 
EVI'. : (4. Morgen~t.ierns, An 

Et,ymologicnl Vocnbn1ar.v 
of I'nshto. 

8h. ch. : Sh. of Chila8 
n j . :  a a Jijelut 

I n gi.: )) rGilgi t  
I r koh. : n * Kohi- 

stcsn 
a pal. : n n Pales 

Shgh. : Shughni 
Shum. : Shumashti 
Si. : Sindhi 
Skt.  : Sanskrit 
Soghd. : Roghdinn 
Tir. : Tirahi 
Torw. : Torwali 
Waig. : Waigeli 
Wltn. : M'nnetsi 
Wkh. : Wakhi 
Yaghn. : Yaghnobi 
Yd. : Yidgha 

JRAB.: Journal of the Royal 
Asintic Society. 

.78HB. : .Journnl of the Asiubic 
Society of Rengal. 

LSI. : 1,inguiatic Survey of India. 
NT8.: Norsk Tidsskrift for 

Hprogvidensk~p. 
Report : (2. Morgen~ticme, Report. 
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Chief mi8' pri& of %be pa6m ECattb, Brwmatal. 









Ralnshn images, 1iurnl)ul. 
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